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FOREWORD BY RADM MARK CAMPBELL, NATIONAL PRESIDENT
The first three months of 2017 seem to have slipped away at a
frightening pace, not helped by the very hot weather we have been
experiencing in most parts of the country. I trust that you are all
keeping well and looking after your health!
March marks the fifth month of my FAAAA Presidency, and I continue
to learn about the organisation and how it fits together. One of the
difficulties we collectively experience is being so far apart – there
would be few organisations of our size spread over such a huge area.
This makes it very difficult – and expensive – to get around, but in time
I hope to meet with every Division either here on the east coast or
perhaps in their home states.
My initial impression of the FAAAA is of an organisation that is run by dedicated and enthusiastic
volunteers and filled by members who have Fleet Air Arm DNA in their blood. That is as it should
be, but we must also remember that we cannot exist just for our own sake. The Association’s
Objects are set out in the national constitution and give a firm guide as to the reason for our
existence. These include the uniting of former and serving naval aviation personnel and to assist
with their welfare and those of their families, and I believe that good and effective communication
between us is the key to achieving this as well as a strong sense of mate-ship. A good example of
both of these was evident in the excellent job WA Division did on the sad occasion of the death of
Clive Mayo earlier this year, which showed how we can pull together to help and support each
other, particularly in difficult times.
One of the difficulties in an organisation like ours is the marriage of the old with the new. Most of
our members are ‘old school’, who proudly served at a time when the Fleet Air Arm was bigger and,
arguably, rougher. Ribald humour was the norm and ‘real sailors’ called a spade a spade. That
was the standard of the time and a lot of us recall our service in it with pride, as we rightly should:
but we must also remember that time moves on and the Association can and must recognise
societal standards have changed, and adapt to them. The FAA of today works in a faster, more
complex and higher-tech environment where just about everything is different, including the rules –
but those who have served before and those who do so now are bound by a common bond of
loyalty, professionalism and commitment. It is the hallmark of those who maintain and operate
aircraft in the most complex and demanding of environments. It was the same for us and our
predecessors, and will be for those that follow.
As I write this Foreword I am looking forward to my next meeting with CDRE Chris Smallhorn,
Commander Fleet Air Arm. Chris has repeatedly expressed his great support for the FAAAA and
believes that better communication with all ex-FAA people, members of the Association or not, is
key to drawing us closer together. I share that view and look forward to discussing this and other
initiatives with him. I’ll keep you all informed of the outcome.
In the meantime, I urge you all to engage with us (and each other) though letters to Slipstream or
though the pages of our excellent website. We are a dynamic and resourceful organisation and we
are here for you. I look forward to the coming months and years as your National President.
Mark Campbell, RADM RANR
National President. March 2017
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A potted history of Skyhawk accidents as obtained from “Professor
Wikipedia and Doctor Google” {From Wikipedia and WWW}
Ten of the twenty Skyhawk A-4Gs / TA-4Gs were lost during the type's service with the RAN. Two pilots were
killed in these accidents. This gave the Skyhawk a poor safety record, but the high loss rate was at least
partially attributable to the intrinsic dangers involved in operating from an aircraft carrier.
Aircraft losses whilst operating from HMAS MELBOURNE were:
8 November 1973, HMAS MELBOURNE suffered a catapult failure while launching Skyhawk 889 near
Singapore, with the aircraft landing in the sea in front of the carrier. Whilst the aircraft carrier sailed
directly over the downed Skyhawk, the pilot managed to free himself and was picked up by a
Wessex SAR helicopter.
23 May 1979, Skyhawk 888 ran off the flight deck of HMAS MELBOURNE after an arrester
wire snapped during a landing whilst the aircraft carrier was operating near Jervis Bay, New South
Wales; the pilot, a US Navy exchange officer, survived.
24 September 1979, Skyhawk 886 rolled over the side of HMAS MELBOURNE while being moved
along the flight deck in heavy seas. A 805 Squadron maintainer who was sitting in the cockpit at
the time managed to escape after the aircraft hit the water and was rescued by
the destroyer HMAS HOBART.
2 October 1980 Skyhawk 875 crashed into the sea near Sumatra, Indonesia, when its engine failed
while being launched from HMAS MELBOURNE; the pilot ejected and was rescued.
21 October 1980, Skyhawk 885 crashed into the sea as a result of a catapult failure on HMAS
MELBOURNE; the pilot was picked up by a Wessex SAR helicopter.
The other five Skyhawk aircraft lost whilst in service with the Royal Australian Navy were:
5 June 1973, Skyhawk 873 crashed into the sea off Williamtown, New South Wales, due to an engine
failure; the pilot ejected and was rescued by a RAAF helicopter.
16 May 1974, Skyhawk 879 (TA-4G) crashed into the sea while conducting a practice attack on HMAS
MELBOURNE off the south coast of New South Wales; the pilot was killed in the accident.
16 May 1975, Skyhawk 870 and Skyhawk 872 collided while flying near Jervis Bay; Skyhawk
872 crashed, resulting in the death of the pilot, but Skyhawk 870 managed to return to HMAS
ALBATROSS.
23 January 1979, Skyhawk 870 suffered an in-flight turbine failure and crashed near Braidwood, New
South Wales; the pilot was rescued by a RAAF helicopter.
28 April 1980, Skyhawk 878 (TA-4G) suffered an engine failure whilst preparing to land
at HMAS ALBATROSS; the pilot ejected safely and was rescued by a RAN helicopter.
After transfer of ten Skyhawk A-4G / TA-4G aircraft to the Royal New Zealand Air Force in December 1984
the following aircraft were lost:
16 February 2001, Skyhawk 882 (NZ-6211) crashed near Nowra while practising an aerobatic
manoeuvre with another Skyhawk; the pilot, who was also the Commanding Officer of No. 2
Squadron, RNZAF, was killed instantly.
20 March 2001, Skyhawk 881 (TA-4K) (NZ-6256) crashed into the Indian Ocean off Perth, Western
Australia; the pilot ejected and survived.

Submitted by Charles Lammers lt/Cdr (Rtd)
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Subject: New F-35 Sea Trials - Wow
An amazing aircraft
USS WASP (LHD-1) is a USN multipurpose amphibious assault ship which has already carried the VSTOL AV
-8B HARRIERS so she’s no stranger to fast jet deck operations.
There’s some great footage here, but about ¾ of the way through there’s a sequence where the camera follows a take-off over the bow: you’ll get some idea of the downward thrust developed by this aircraft in take-off
configuration, although with bits hanging out all over her, she’s not pretty at that stage of flight.
For the Aussies, this isn’t the same model that we’re buying (ours is the F-35A), but it’s definitely from the
same stable. Quite why we didn’t also opt for the additional flexibility of the carrier-borne version is a mystery
to me. In case you’re not familiar with the military acronyms, V/STOL is short for Vertical/Short Take-Off and
Landing.
So, taxpayers of Australia, enjoy – you’re paying for it!

This video link is fresh (for the public). It was made just six weeks
ago in the Atlantic, just off Newport News (Hampton Roads), Virginia.
These are the latest sea trials of the F-35B “V / STOL” Fighters on
the USS Wasp. They were very successful, with 74 VLs and STOs in a
3-week period. The aircraft is also stealth, and super-sonic. You will
notice a sailor standing on the bow of the ship as the jet rotates.
That was an intentional part of the sea trials.
No catapult...no hook. It's a new world out there!
The shape and scope of warfare worldwide just changed.

Just type F-35B sea trials USS Wasp

Hello Ron,
I read with interest the article by Garth Perkins in the latest
Slipstream, on his experiences as a winch operator on
Sycamores. I joined 723 squadron (Sycamores) in January 59 and immediately rejoined Melbourne, with one
helicopter on board, for the trip to Melbourne to make the movie “ On the Beach”. During my time on 723 I had
flown in the helicopters quite a bit, so when they called for ratings to be trained as winch operators, in early
1960 I believe (I now have my OBE so the memory has faded), I put my name forward. I think about 15 ratings
put their names forward and it was shortened to 5 of which I was one. We then had to do a flight test by putting
a strop onto a small bush in the middle of an open paddock. During this test I got a bit tongue-tied when
reducing from yards to feet and stopped talking to the pilot, hence I failed the test. The two operators chosen
from that group were Gordon (Pancho) Walter and John (Wiggi) Bennett.
Regards Ian (Junior) Henderson
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THE DEMISE OF JACK TAR (Author unknown)
The traditional male sailor was not defined by his looks. He was defined by his attitude.
His name was Jack Tar. He was a happy go lucky sort of bloke. He took the good times with the bad.
He didn't cry victimisation, bastardisation, discrimination or for his mum when things didn't go his
way.
He took responsibility for his own sometimes, self-destructive actions.
He loved a laugh at anything or anybody. Rank, gender, race, creed or behaviour, it didn't matter
to Jack.
He would take the piss out of anyone, including himself. If someone took it out of him he didn't get
offended. It was a natural part of life. If he offended someone else, so be it.
Free from many of the rules of a polite society Jack’s manners were somewhat rough.
His ability to swear was legendary.
Jack loved women. He loved to chase them to the ends of the earth and sometimes he even caught
one (less often than he would have you believe though). His tales of the chase and its conclusion
win or lose, is the stuff of legends.
Jack's favourite drink was beer, and he could drink it like a fish. His actions when inebriated would,
on occasion, land him in trouble. But, he took it on the chin, did his punishment and then went and
did it all again.
Jack loved his job. He took an immense pride in what he did. His radar was always the best in the
fleet. His engines always worked better than anyone else's. His eyes could spot a contact before
anyone else's and shoot at it first.
It was a matter of personal pride. Jack was the consummate professional when he was at work and
sober. He was a bit like a mischievous child. He had a gleam in his eye and a larger than life outlook.
He was as rough as guts. You had to be pig headed and thick skinned to survive. He worked hard
and played hard. His masters tut-tutted at some of his more exuberant expressions of joie de vivre,
and the occasional bout of number 9's or stoppage let him know where his limits were.
The late 20th Century and on, has seen the demise of Jack. The workplace no longer echoes with
ribald comment and bawdy tales. Someone is sure to take offence. Whereas, those stories of daring
do and ingenuity in the face of adversity, usually whilst pissed, lack the audacity of the past. A
wicked sense of humour is now a liability, rather than a necessity. Jack has been socially engineered
out of existence..
What was once normal is now offensive. Denting someone else's over inflated opinion of their own
self worth is now a crime
"AND

SO A CULTURE DIES."
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Chief of Navy, Vice Admiral Tim Barrett, AO, CSC, RAN, (right) presents the Governor's Cup to the Commanding Officer of HMAS Albatross, Captain
Simon Bateman, CSC, RAN (left). Seaman Maritime Logistics - Personnel Operations Mardi Longford (centre) was present as the junior member of
HMAS Albatross' Ship's Company.
Captain Simon Bateman was no stranger to HMAS Albatross when he assumed command in December 2013, but as he hands over command, he
reflects on the changes achieved throughout his tenure. First posted to 723 Squadron in January 1990 to fly the AS350 Squirrel helicopter, in May
1993, a young Lieutenant Bateman joined 816 Squadron to commence S-70B-2 Seahawk helicopter conversion training. He then served as a Seahawk
Simulator instructor from June 1995 until September 1996, was Commanding Officer of 805 Squadron from March 2005 to June 2006 and assumed
command of 816 Squadron on 30 June 2006. In December 2007 he was posted to staff positions in the Headquarters Fleet Air Arm which culminated in
a period as the Chief of Staff from March 2009 until September 2010.While Captain Bateman was back on familiar ground at Albatross much of the
landscape changed dramatically during his command as he oversaw major construction work aimed at upgrading and refurbishing existing facilities and
infrastructure.
“It’s been a exciting and challenging time to be here,” Captain Bateman said. “The base has been here 70 years and this is the first time it has had any
real money spent on it. “When I arrived the Romeo complex had only just started to be built, but since then we have seen that building go up and open
along with the Helicopter Aircrew Training System (HATS) facility being built,”
Captain Bateman played a key role in the many significant and historical events that took place onboard during his command. These included the
commissioning ceremony for the first MRH60-Romeo helicopters into 725 Squadron, which marked the formal induction of the squadron and its aircraft
into the fleet. “The arrival of 24 new Seahawk Romeo helicopters and the new EC135 which will be used at HATS were important milestones,” he
said .“The Romeos will be here for the next 30 years. HATS will see all Navy and Army helicopter pilots trained here at Albatross and the fact the
government has spent almost half a billion dollars on infrastructure shows its commitment to the area."
A major highlight of Captain Bateman’s command was the presentation of the 2015 Governor’s Cup by Chief of Navy, Vice Admiral Tim Barrett.
The cup was awarded in recognition of the superior performance of personnel in a demanding and high tempo year and the citation stated that
“throughout 2015 Albatross coordinated and delivered a consistently high level of support for Navy’s air operations while concurrently managing the
many and varied impacts of a major redevelopment of the establishment.”
Captain Bateman also actively encouraged and supported the many and diverse community engagement activities Albatross personnel participate in
every year. These events cover every aspect of Shoalhaven community life including ceremonial, business, sporting, educational, cultural and fund
raising. Captain Bateman personally went beyond usual concepts of community engagement on many occasions. In 2014 he completed a marathon as
part of the Running for Lachlan team which raised more than $10,000 in support of the Cure for Brain Cancer Foundation.
In his farewell message to Albatross command personnel Captain Bateman said in his eyes, the base has never looked so good.
“I walk out of here today after not only three years in command but after a 27 year period being connected with the 'Tross. It has been an exciting time
and I am sure these times will continue. I can honestly say that with the new facilities and aircraft it hasn't looked better."Captain Bateman’s next posting
is as the Defence Adviser in New Delhi but before handing Command of Albatross over to Captain Fiona Sneath he managed to add two more
highlights to a lengthy list with a 12,000 feet tandem parachute jump with the Parachute Training School and a final flight in the S-70B-2 Seahawk.
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Hi Ron
I was going through my old Navy pics when I came across this one of the
Supply Branch of HMAS Sydney taken on Lady Musgrave Island at the
working up. I have supplied some of the names and I am sorry the others are
lost somewhere in my ageing memory. It would be great if the ones still standing could communicate with me
on Email ghusband8@bigpond.com

LETTERS

Kind Regards

Graham Husband ex SA(S) and LSA(S). FAAAA Member

Some of the Supply branch of HMAS Sydney on Lady Musgrave Island 1954
Names from the top left hand side top
Wingy O’Shea Unknown, Maurie Welch, Brian Ainsworth, Unknown, Bill North, Unknown, Kev Brown,
Unknown, Len Lawson, Unknown, Tom Pell, Graham Husband, Bob Reynolds, Rud Laing, Unknown,
Unknown, Darkie Beardman, Unknown, Dick Barton, Unknown, Gordon Husband, Frank Slade, Joe Jones, Phil
Sita.

We've all talked to this bloke.
Mujibar was trying to get a job in India ..
The Personnel Manager said,
'Mujibar, you have passed all the tests, except one.
Unless you pass it, you cannot qualify for this job.'
Mujibar said, 'I am ready.'
The manager said,
'Make a sentence using the words
Yellow, Pink, and Green ....'
Mujibar said,
'The telephone goes green, green,
And I pink it up, and say,
Yellow, this is Mujibar.'
Mujibar now works at the Telstra-Clear call centre.
No doubt you have spoken to the bugger
I know I have.
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My apology to John and Gail Downton
for miss spelling their Surname and
calling Gail “Helen” . Please accept
my apology
Ed.

Father and Son first drink together
While reading an article last night about fathers and sons, memories came
flooding back to the time I took me son out for his first pint.
Off we went to our local pub only two blocks from the cottage.
I got him a Guinness. He didn't like it, so I drank it.
Then I got him a Kilkenny's, he didn't like that either, so I drank it.
Finally, I thought he might like some Harp Lager? He didn't. I drank it.
I thought maybe he'd like whiskey better than beer so we tried a Jameson's,
nope!
In desperation, I had him try that rare Redbreast,Ireland's finest. He
wouldn't even smell it.
What could I do but drink it!
By the time I realized he just didn't like to drink, I was so pissed
I could hardly push his stroller back home.
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Graham Sloper passed away on the
evening of 4 December 2016.
Although not of the Fleet Air Arm directly, he was a
good friend to it and served as Commanding Officer of
HMAS Albatross in his final posting in the permanent
Navy.
Graham joined the Royal Australian Naval College at
age 16 where his affinity for boats was demonstrated
by his winning single handed sailing and sculling
championships culminating in the award of boating
colours. After graduating, he undertook training
in HMAS Swan, Britannia Royal Naval College and
in HMS Wizard in the West Indies and South America.
His specialisations of diving, mine warfare and
antisubmarine warfare were complemented by his sporting activities where he won boxing competitions and
represented the RAN at rugby, hockey and water polo, and the RN also in the last two. He played rugby
union and league until the age of 49, being invited to retire from the sport if he wanted promotion to Commodore.
Graham spent 28 years at sea as a Navigation, Diving, Direction and Anti Submarine Warfare Officer before
postings as Executive Officer and subsequently in command. These commands included HMAS Ibis, First
Australian Mine Countermeasures Squadron, guided missile destroyer HMAS Perth and replenishment
ship HMAS Success, including seven months in Gulf War I during which his ship was awarded the
prestigious Duke of Gloucester Cup for the most efficient ship in the RAN. Graham’s contribution was
recognised with his award as a Member of the Order of Australia.
His shore postings include three in the UK, one in Hawaii, as Director General ADF Recruiting and in
command of the RAN Air Station, HMAS Albatross after which, at age 55 and after 39 years service, he
transferred to the Reserve List where he served a further 10 years. Graham also held a Master Class 1
Merchant Navy qualification.
Following his service he became very active in supporting the ADF, both as a Trustee for the ANZAC House
Trust and Australian Forces Overseas Fund and in various positions in the RSL, Legacy, Cadets, local
schools and the community.
He leaves behind his wife Dannie and three children.
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G’day Ron,

LETTERS

Thanks for another interesting ‘Slipstream’

Re the Auster photo on page 15 of the December 2016 issue with the caption “Does anyone have any
stories re this young pup”.
This is one of the two Auster Autocar aircraft transported from the UK to Australian on HMAS Sydney in
1953. It was taken on charge by the RAN on 7 June 1953, Serial number A11-301.
One story of interest is it also had the side number of 931 (which features in the “Pilotless Plane” story on
page 5 of the December issue) and it also used the 857 number at another time.
Another story is that on 19 March 1957 Lt Cordell was converting Lt Champ of 808 Squadron to type when
the aircraft was damaged in a crash landing at RANAS Nowra..
The attached photos of this aircraft are from the Geoff Goodall collection. The colour shot is a rare picture
of the two RAN Austers together
Further details about Auster A11-301 may be found on the ADF Serials website.
Trusting this helps.

Cheers,
Kim Dunstan
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Good Morning Ron. Christmas is over but I hope you had
a good time.
I do have some memories of one of the Auster Autocars
but have no idea if it was 931 or 856. I do not suppose
that really matters, the situation is still the same.
It must have been around 1958 or 1959 and two Autocars lived at The Maintenance Repair Section, which
was B hangar. The only time I ever saw them fly was when a senior pilot needed to maintain his flying hours.
On this particular day, I think it was Commander Air in control. Runway 21 was the active strip and the wind
was as strong as I have ever experienced at Albatross.
The approach over the golf course was made on full power, which was unusual for a light, fixed prop
aircraft such as an Auster. The aircraft also appeared to be alarmingly slow and as it flared and power was
reduced, the headwind was such that the Auster jumped back in the air and the pilot applied full throttle,
straight way, to avoid a stall. Five landing attempts were made, with the same alarming result.
The Reg Chief came running out of AMCO and rounded up eight onlookers, including me. Four of us
waited on the western side of the strip, just down from the piano keys and the other four stood on the
eastern side. Down came the Auster, at full throttle but very little ground speed. This time, the pilot kept full
revs and as it touched the ground four blokes from each side ran out and grabbed the wing struts. Our weight
saved the day.
I think one of the other blokes was Bob Green but someone else must remember that day.
Ron Smith.
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G’day Ron,
Per chance do you have an email address for
Commdore Norman Lee? If so I’d be grateful if you could
forward this along to him.
The reason is I’m having difficulty finding any one who can tell me
what the pennant on the old control tower at Nowra stands for (picture attached – circa 1950).
I’ve already asked a number of people, but nobody can remember the answer and I don’t recall it during my time at
RANAS. As Norman Lee is the only person I can think of who might be able to provide the answer, I’d be grateful if you
could forward this request. I’ve search far and wide but cannot find any reference to it including lengthy searches on the
internet.
In 1950 the NATO system of signals was adopted and that pennant may have become a casualty.
The reason for seeking the answer is I’m a contributor to a RAN history site on the web and I’m trying to provide some
answers to questions that are raised - the pennant question being one.
My only guess is the pennant indicates restricted flying.?
Anyhow, I’d be pleased if Norman Lee could provide the answer.
Cheers,
Kim Dunstan

A very self-important college freshman was attending a recent football game. He took it upon himself to
explain to a senior citizen sitting next to him why it was impossible for the older generation to understand his
generation.
"You grew up in a different world, actually an almost primitive one," the student said, loud enough for many of
those nearby to hear. "The young people of today grew up with television, jet planes, space travel, man
walking on the moon, our spaceships have visited Mars. We have nuclear energy, electric and hydrogen cars,
computers with light-speed processing, and....," pausing to take another drink of beer.
The Senior took advantage of the break in the student's litany and said, "You're right, son. We didn't have
those things when we were young .... so we invented them. Now, you arrogant little S--thead, what are you
doing for the next generation?"
The applause was deafening.

I just love senior citizens!
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REST IN ETERNAL PEACE
Clive Mayo
Naval Pilot, Lieutenant Commander, RAN(Rtd).
Born :

Sydney 1948

Died:

Perth Western Australia, aged 68

A pilot in the Royal Australian Navy – and later WA Police – Clive was one of the little-known group of Royal Australian Navy (RAN) Fleet Air Arm that
served ashore between 16 October 1967 and 8 June 1971 during the Vietnam War. He was just one of over 200 FAA personnel who served in
Vietnam. For his service in Vietnam as a Sub Lieutenant he was “Mentioned In Dispatches” (MID).
Clive was born on 11 November 1948 in Sydney and was a carefree and somewhat wild child/teenager roaming the bush and hills
around Blackheath in the Blue Mountains. As was the norm in those places at that time, part of his essential kit was a slug gun and a suitable quantity
of black powder which he used to great effect on trees, stumps and anything else that needed his “touch”. Along with his brothers Grant, Kent, Glen,
Geoff and sister Michelle they had a childhood that, in later years he would reminisce on with much fondness.
His sense of adventure never seemed to leave him and so he announced to the family that he had joined the Navy to be a Cook!. During
his initial training, his qualities of leadership were recognised and he was made a “Topman” (potential Officer trainee). The Vietnam conflict was raging
at the time and when he was selected for Pilot training his family knew that he almost certain to be sent to war. Thus on the 27th February 1967 he
became what is commonly known as “the lowest form of marine life”, a Midshipman in the RAN.
He progressed through basic training phases, with a break aboard HMAS ANZAC from July to September 1968. He then completed his
advanced flying training on No. 67 Pilots Course, and was awarded his coveted Navy “Wings” on the 13 th of December 1968. In later years he always
said that day would be auspicious as the awarding Officer pushed the pin of the wings through his white uniform jacket and stabbed him in the chest.
He completed the Parade with an expanding red stain down his suit.
Arriving back at the home of the Fleet Air Arm, HMAS Albatross, Nowra, NSW, he completed his UH-1B (Iroquois – commonly known as the
“Huey”) conversion and found himself posted to the 3rd Contingent of the Helicopter Flight Vietnam (HFV), the Contingent departing for Vietnam in
September 1969. The HFV was a unit that was (and still is) unique in the histories of both the Australian and United States Armed Forces. Putting
together two unlikely units as an American Army unit and an Australian Naval aviation unit, to most people’s eyes just wasn’t compatible!
For that reason – and with the Australian input – they were an “Experimental Military Unit”, the obvious call-sign being “EMU”. It was a
call-sign that engendered great respect in the Southern region of South Vietnam during the four years of operations. The Commanding Officer was a
US Army Colonel, with an Australian Lieutenant Commander as the Second in Command.
Having gotten over the culture shock of arriving “in country” and moving into a “hooch” Clive’s next surprise was the general lack of flying
experience of his American counterparts, particularly their lack of instrument ratings in a country well known for it’s monsoon weather. The flying – and
associated “incidents” - were such that he never knew what the next day would bring. Fortunately his Contingent suffered no Australian deaths, but
there were some very close shaves and two very serious injuries. The incident that haunted him until his dying days was when a close mate of his
landed on a booby-trapped 155mm artillery shell buried in an LZ (landing Zone). The helicopter landed on the shell and the front section was almost
instantly destroyed, the helicopter catching fire The Navy pilot was critically injured and it was Clive’s mission to get him to the nearest hospital (Can
Tho). He was sure the pilot would not make it, but he did. The Army surgeons removed 157 pieces of shrapnel from his mate’s body.
At the tender age of 21, Clive was asked to fly as the Command & Control (C&C) pilot. This is an awesome responsibility for any Officer/
Pilot, but to do so at such a young age may well be unique in the Vietnam war. He has said that the experience and responsibility taught him things
that were put to good use when he later became a Squadron Commanding Officer.
He tells of the “funny” side of operations when, sitting on the ground at Ben Tre, a Thai Air Force C-123 Provider aircraft blew a tyre on landing, ran off
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the runway and speared straight through a Huey being flown by another Australian. After a few beers later that night they all decided that the sight of the
four crew members sprinting for the jungle just prior to impact was one of the funniest thing they had witnessed.
Clive returned to Australia in late 1970 and reckoned that being shot down 6 times and seeing the death and destruction caused by war was
enough for any man. He then converted to the Navy Wessex Mk.31B Anti Submarine Warfare (ASW) helicopter and spent the next period earning the art
(or maybe science) of submarine hunting. One thing was for sure, Clive fell in love with the Wessex (even at night between 30 and 125 feet in pitch
blackness) and is reckoned by his contemporaries as probably the only Wessex pilot that did!
There followed time as Flight Commander, HC723 HMAS Moresby Flight , (HC- Helicopter Composite, i.e. more than one type of helicopter)
then at HMAS Leeuwin in WA as a Divisional Officer to Junior Recruits (the same place Clive had spent his “pre-Officer” days). In later years he had
almost unending invitations to ex-Leeuwin sailor reunions owing to his proving a popular and conscientious leader. He also completed a Staff Course at
RAAF Williamtown.
On the first of May 1979 the Government approved the establishment of ‘a specialised and dedicated counter-terrorism assault team’, to be
available to the Commonwealth to deal, where authorised, with high risk terrorist incidents. The vulnerability of the Bass Strait oil rigs were of a particular
concern, so the Navy’s HC 723 Squadron was tasked with assisting the SAS in the role (Operation ‘BURSA’). Of the helicopter types that HC 723
operated only the Wessex was suitable for the low level, night over-water operations, and as Clive was an experienced ASW pilot he once again found
himself back in the thick of things. The operations were deemed a total success, but by 1983 – with the imminent arrival of yet another helicopter type
(the AS350 Squirrel) HC 723 gave up the task due to the impending workload.
On the 4th February 1984 HU816 (HU Helicopter Utility – general utility tasks) was formed under the Command of LCDR Clive Mayo RAN,
to continue with BURSA and general Naval Aviation support. Clive was not only back in his beloved Wessex, but now in Command of a Squadron, an
outstanding career move from a 21 year old Sub Lieutenant just 14 years before. His spirit of fun and adventure had not been dimmed as he tore around
the Air Station in his unregistered Mini which the Squadron had painted in Tiger stripes – a Tiger’s head being the Squadron Crest. The least amused
person was the Station Executive Officer as the Mini could sometimes be located in the Wardroom (Officer’s Mess) either on it’s roof, or with all 4 wheels
missing.
He retired from the Navy in 1985 and flew for a civilian helicopter company in Western Australia, mainly supporting geological survey work
out in the wilds of Western Australia, and also flew the Marine Pilot transfers to/from Port Sampson in the Northwest of WA. If some of the stories he
told of his time there are anything to go by, life was never dull.
With his experience he was selected to fly the first WA Police helicopter. On the 21 st July 1991, the tanker KIRKI broke up off the WA coast. When news
of the disaster reached the WA Police, the weather at the helicopter’s base was fog and rain. Assessing the situation Clive decided to depart under instrument conditions and eventually reached the scene, conducting the rescue of the tanker crew. For this achievement he was awarded the Royal Humane Society of Australia award.
Never one to be put out, after finishing a night shift c.0400 he was going home, somewhat over the speed limit when he was stopped by
a Police traffic car. They were about to breathalyse him when he launched into a tirade about being on Police duty, hurrying to get to bed due to fatigue,
etc., etc, etc. He left 2 poor stunned Traffic Officers on the side of the road, Clive having neither “blown in the bag”, or been fined for speeding.
Following retirement in late 1991 he spent most of his spare time renovating his back patio, relaxing with his family in a caravan at Myalup, playing golf, trying to complete cryptic crosswords and attending a Wednesday gathering of retired Naval aviation types at Rosie O’Grady’s Irish
Pub, Northbridge. He Joined the Fleet Air Arm Association in 2001 and was W.A. treasurer from 2004 until 2014. The Association awarded him the Diploma of Merit in 2014 for Services to the WA Division, and the Certificate of Service for 15 years membership in December 2016.
Clive leaves behind wife Margaret, sons Steven and Ian, stepchildren Melanie Ann and Levon and grandchildren Caitlin, Layla, Joshua, Hayden and
Sienna.

John ‘Bomber’ Brown
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REST IN ETERNAL PEACE
PASSING OF RAY “BLUEY” STIVEY
Photo and Story taken from the July Edition of Slipstream 1959

SPORTSMAN OF THE MONTH "BLUE" STIVEY N.A.1 (A) R. D. STIVEY was born at Subiaco, Western
Australia, in March, 1929. At an early age "Blue" became interested in sport mainly through family environment, as his father, a good sportsman, was lightweight boxing champion of Western Australia and his
grandfather was an outstanding footballer and athlete. In his final year at Nedlands School "Blue" ·became
captain of school Cricket and Australian Football Teams, as well as winner of the 100 yards and 220 yards
school sprinting championship . After leaving school our sportsman worked for a period in a shipyard and then
joined the R.A.N.—in February, 1948. Upon completing recruit school "Blue" was lucky in being selected as an
Air Mechanic, and proceeded to U.K. in June, 1948, to undergo training at Gamecock and Lossiemouth.
"Blue" returned to Australia in 1950 and after a short time at "Albatross” was drafted to R.A.A.F. Station Pt.
Cook. Whilst in Victoria "Blue " won the Pt. Cook Snooker Championship, represented the R.A.N. in the
Interservice Sports (Vic.) Athletics, in the 100 yards, 220 yards and relays, also he was one of the 25 selected
in Geelong’s Australian Football training squad, the year they became premiers; but before the season commenced he was drafted back to Nowra. Prior to having a 'cartilage removed from his knee during 1957, "Blue"
achieved the following honours: Each year from 1951 until 1957 he won the "Albatross" 100 yards and 220
yards championships and represented ' at the Inter Service Sports (N.S.W.) at these events as well as the
relays. He also represented New South Wales at Australian Football in 1954 against Queensland playing at
Brisbane and later at Sydney. After the game in 1955 when N.S.W. played Broken Hill, "Blue" was selected as
the best positional player and received an invitation from the Fitzroy "Scouts" to play with their Australian
Football Team. Again in 1956 he represented N.S.W. in the game against Tasmania played at Sydney. During
the same year he was captain of the Navy Inter Service (N.S.W.) Australian Football Team, captain of the
Combined Services Team and a · member of the Navy Inter Service Rugby Union team. After 2 years out of
active sport due to his injury "Blue" is making a "comeback" and so far this ·year is a ·member of the unbeaten
Albatross Australian Football Team and is also vice-captain of the Sydney Naval Team which plays first grade
of a week-end. However, after an impressive sporting career our sportsman feels the best years of sport are
behind him, and he is gaining experience in Interpart Sport as an Australian Football Umpire, in which capacity
he hopes to keep in close contact with the game which has given him so much enjoyment.

R.I.P.
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REST IN ETERNAL PEACE

EDWARDS DAVID CHATFIELD
Sadly crossed the bar on 3rd December 2016 aged 72
David retired as an SD LCDR in 1999 and moved to his hometown of Buderim QLD
In addition to his capacity to conduct his Naval professional duties with zeal, David will be remembered as
an enthusiastic ‘wine buff’ who gave of his time as Wardroom Wine Caterer in most establishments where
he served, particularly HMAS Albatross.
On his retirement to Buderim he took on multifarious roles in community affairs and was formerly
acknowledged for his “his long standing commitment and contribution to the Buderim community

David will be sadly missed

MASTERS, John Kevin
The FAAAA was saddened to learn of the passing of John “Terry” Masters on 18 October 2016.
John was born in July 1932 and had a hard childhood with eight siblings after losing both parents early in
his life. He joined the Navy at the age of 16 and learned to be a carpenter, which served him well for the
rest of his life. After leaving the RAN he spent many years in the building industry, including work on the
Opera House. Upon retiring he moved with Helene, his wife, to Nelson Bay where they lived for many
years prior to moving to a nursing home in Penrith. He was man of simple tastes and high ethics, who
will be sadly missed by his family and all those that knew him. May he Rest in Peace.
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REST IN ETERNAL PEACE
Good afternoon gentlemen,
There was an obituary in this morning’s Hobart’s The Mercury newspaper for Tasmanian member T3099
Leonard Oates. I spoke to Len’s wife Margaret this morning and she informed me that Len passed away
on Thursday 28th December 2016 after a battle with Motor Neuron Disease.
I was also advised this morning of the passing of a previous member of the Tasmanian Division, “Apples”
Cordwell. Apparently he used to fly Sea Furies and was a part of 805 Squadron. Unfortunately, I do not
have any further information, dates of his passing or funeral details.
It would be appreciated if these gentlemen could be entered as an obituary, names placed on the wall,
and an entry made in Slipstream please. Thank you in anticipation.
Kind regards,
Graham
Graham Nicholas
Secretary
FAAAA (Tasmanian Division)

Goener
LAMW

Garlin Ray T.

Brian

R63000

2nd RANHFV 1968/69
Passed away on Friday 24th
February whilst on holidays in
New Zealand

He was a member of the Handlers class 16 that commenced
on the 25th June 1951
To his wife and family we extend our deepest sympathy
Glen Hartig

SLOCUM Terence

VALE
HINNRICHSEN Roger

18/10/1940—13/1/2017
Aged 76 years

Good afternoon Gentlemen;
Received confirmation today of the sudden
passing on January 21st, of our Member
Terence Slocum from a heart attack.
Our thoughts are with Teresa and their family.
Sleep well sailor.
Yours in Sympathy
Keith Taylor
Hon Secretary
WA Division Fleet Air Arm Association of
Australia
ktt59345@bigpond.net.au
Mob 0409913252
Home 08-95721487
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Yo Editor,
Thought I would share my recent "Melbourne R21- Frank E
Evans DD754Commemorative re-union with you & our
readers.
Accompanied by my daughter, flew to Los Angeles Then
Atlanta and bussed to Elberton where we stayed for a week
with friends. We then drove up the East Coast to New York then across to Buffalo where the re-union was held 28
September - 1 October 2016. A large turnout for the meet & greet pub crawl.
Did not find a beer that I liked and had to resort to rum (bugger). The following evening was the Official Formal
Dinner. Very, Very emotional even after all these years. Day 3 was the Dedication of Memorial Plaque at the
Buffalo County Naval & Military Park Museum. Then to Niragra Falls. Something else.
There were three other RAN people at the re-union. Pictured, James Lyall
(standing), Eric J Lee, Richard Cook with me. Saving for next year trip.
Cheers,
Nobby.

Supplied By
Allan
“Nobby”
Clark
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MATESHIP
For me mate-ship, became very much of a part of my life, this started on the 23rd of Feb. 1959 when I gave
the oath to serve in the Royal Australian Navy.
To move from a farming family structure to a military situation was very dramatic, for myself and all the
blokes who came into my life, some were already in my life as a part of my school life who also went on at
various times and joined one of the Defence forces where at differing times we either served together and or
other periods.
After the issue of our uniform and kit, our civvies clothing was sent home, there goes the link, now we had all
the links of home gone.
For the un-initiated who may have never served in any capacity, I will start with my training in early 1959
where a class of some forty of us began as very much singular event, and within a matter of days we began
to weld together as a team.
The sleeping part was a totally unknown quantity to me, hammocks, very comfortable and warm when you
know how to sling them, therein another quick lesson for all of us, another part of the training was where at
here the bathroom was the showers, and toilet was the heads.
Our initial living area now known as the Donger was originally built around the 1940/50s, here about 70/80
were living in each donger, rather crowded but we didn’t have much time to worry of that issue as we were
either in the class-room, marching, rifle drill as well as spending some time in the gym.
Beginning to work together as a team was also another way getting to know the strangers in your midst was
slow but steady as there was some shyness coming from all of us.
There was no doubt that within the training situation there was also the indoctrination of all that was naval in
the time that was given.
One can also assume this also gave support to bringing us all together as a team and learning the naval
jargon for all things in our midst
We often see or hear of events that’s where the end result gives a dramatic end with one or more people
stand out as a result of a positive end.
Here I am reflective of my past history where there are several incidents that still to this day I am most
thankful for those that were around me at those times.
There were different facets of our training and several stand out where team work was paramount, the first
was where we were posted to the training facility of HMAS Penguin in Sydney where we went through a very
vigorous training for damage control within a ship’s structure that had suffered damage for what-ever reason,
it was strenuous and required team work and with this in mind we as individuals as well as all who served in
naval ships the importance of knowing what duties is required from all and sundry
One other training situation was when we were doing fire-fighting drills, the situation was five of us were
delegated to a team to do a dummy drill in putting out an aircraft fire while at the same time rescuing a
dummy from the cockpit of the aircraft which was set alight, mindful that each of us wore appropriate
fire-fighting suits.
These suits were impregnated with asbestos, which Asbestos it’s self has proved to be a very dangerous
substance.
Wearing these suits in a fire situation like we did in our training, so it is very important to do in this case,
extract the dummy quickly and the back up the remaining crew to put the fire out.
What not only came out of this exercise was team-work from each of us but that team-work bought us closer
in our every-day routine.
During these different training periods, we did get some time to ourselves and during an afternoon break
some of us went to the pool which aircrew done their ditching training.
At this time one of the class mates got into trouble with a bout of cramp, I, the nearest to him, jumped and
pulled him out of the pool, about half an hour later he was fully recovered.
The same problem happened a little later to myself, I had a bout of cramp and who comes to my rescue, one
of my mates who I had pulled out previously, both of us fully recovered.
As always life must go on and there are no exceptions.
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There were many instances where a helping hand or good advice made days a lot better to be in, having said
that it shows that mate-ship does have rewards.
Duriing the periods that we were operational, there were many times where the support of the bloke next to
you may well be a life saver for one or the other.
During my time of my sea service, when we were “Operational” the flight deck was a very busy place to be,
there was no room for error, this was to say each and every-one on the flight deck had a position during the
launch and recovery of aircraft, the flight-deck was a very dangerous place to be.
It was without doubt that without the man on station next to you was at any time was your best mate, from
instances of that and many others it’s not hard to feel the rewards of Mate-ship
I have to say the experiences of service life to civilian life had presented me with many difficulties that change
at first was dramatic and from the offset I had to put work into family life that I often took for granted.
Out of my time in uniform that it was here that I had to put the many lessons I had learnt into practice, it took
time but results came slowly and it now that I can reflect on that time and see the fruits of my labour did work
and there is no doubt about it “Mate-ship” was the ingredience that gave the outcome.
Having being involved in ex-service organisation for many years the mate-ship has strongly endured from all
sided with everyone a winner.
Mate-ship does not necessarily only come out of the uniform, it’s in every part of our lives, some easily,
others don’t, it is always work in progress, but an effort reaps its own rewards.
Gender is not a part of this issue, Young, older, male and or female, also there is an important part to
remember, what you get out of any project is governed by what effort you put into that same project.
The biggest ingredience for Mate-ship is respect, and being honest with yourself and to have respect, firstly
for yourself together with your actions and your re-actions.
Maintenance is needed to keep the flow going, but I have to say that is the easy part.
Tas Browning 30/12/15

Hi Ron,
Many thanks for seeking and gaining clarification on the
circumstances surrounding Noel Dennett’s ditching and confirming who the pilot was. I am afraid that with the
passage of time I had forgotten the event. It’s a pity I raised the matter as I certainly seem to have ruffled a
few feathers! Nevertheless, apart from my initial remarks on the layout and printing of our magazine, there were
two other main reasons for my communication.
Firstly, as stated, it was because the dates given in Noel’s brief account of the event in Patenowski’s book
“Submarine Hunter” and his recent incompletely published contribution to “Slipstream” were both implausible
given that the ship was not in the South China Sea on those days; and secondly, because in neither article was
rescue by Chopper mentioned (although I accept that it did not necessarily need to be) but it gave me the
impression that the crew recovery was solely by sea boat.
I agree wholeheartedly with Noel regarding the performance of the Sycamore but the old Mk 50 Sycamore, XA
220 (stripped down), had been able to lift Joe Smith and Ian Lawson from the water just off Nihon Island
(Manus)in one go and two divers in a similar fashion the next day but it wasn’t by any means easy!
I have checked my log book and see that I did not fly on the day in question so if our Sycamore did pick Peter
Moy up it must have been flown by David Eckersley, the other SAR pilot on the Flight at the time.
However, there may be a twist to the recovery story. On Wednesday 20th April 1963, while alongside in the
Singapore naval dockyard we embarked 814 Squadron RN (Wessex HAS 1) from Sembawang and they
remained on board with us for some 3 weeks.
I have a very faint memory that it may have been an 814 Wessex that picked Peter up but it is well over 50
years ago now and short of accessing Melbourne’s Report of Proceedings for the second quarter of 1963 I
cannot confirm this, can anyone out there help?
Finally, I’m glad Harry got a few beers, he certainly deserved them.
Regards,
Jerry O’Day
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CAN YOU PLEASE HELP ME FIND MY BIOLOGICAL FATHER
Born in 1952 I’m the daughter of a Naval family and raised in
Nowra, NSW. You may have known my family as Frank Dixon and
my mother Mary Creighton and they were married in Nowra and
resided in Mandalay House. My parents built our home in South
Nowra and I have so many strong memories of the Naval Xmas
parties out on the base and getting so many treats, Santa,
Christmas presents and lollies. Very spoiled as I remember. I
don’t think that life was all that affluent and my father was away for
a lot of time. But I was always part of the Navy family.
As happens when the period of service lapses, the dads and their
families have to move away and seek other employment, unless
they were going to continue in the Defence Service. Our Dad made the decision to come to Perth and joined
the Police Force. That’s when I became a Copper’s daughter instead of a member of the Navy fraternity. This,
of course, didn’t mean too much to me at the time as I was the ripe old age of about 8. New friends, new
house, new school. How exciting!
We settled in Perth, initially in Subiaco, then moved out to the coastal area of Doubleview. In my teenage
years I do remember it being the best time as we were allowed, in those days, to walk to the beach – a full mile
away! So free and oblivious to any “stranger danger” or threats to any of us. We even got to ride the horses in
our bikinis down the main highway direct from the Police Stables down to the beach just to count how many
“wolf whistles” we got on the ride. Try that now!!!!
Years of just growing up, being educated and finally getting into the workforce seemed to go by in a flash, but
I’m sure I may have caused my parents some angst during that time. I was very fortunate to have the private
education that opened so many doors for me and had some amazing working positions both in Australia and
overseas.
Whilst I was working in Perth, I was approached by a now well-known West Australian identity who asked if I
would like to be involved in the initial set up and administration of the HMAS Finding Sydney Foundation. This
was the most amazing experience that I have ever had or hope to have in my working career. What a privilege
it was to be involved with such passionate and hardworking people, who worked on a volunteer basis and put
their heart and soul into finding the Sydney sunk in such tragic circumstances. The heartfelt stories that I heard
and the very personal letters that I received from the surviving families, who never got to say goodbye to their
loved ones on that fateful journey, are etched in my memory.
I can’t take any credit for the actual finding the Sydney, I was just a very small part of a wonderful team. I
cannot explain the initial excitement when I received that phone call from one of the Directors and he simply
said “we found her”.
Immediately we had to catch a flight as quickly as possible to Geraldton as the dignitaries and families were
making immediate arrangements to rendezvous at the Geraldton Wharf to greet the very successful crew on
the “Geosounder” as she came back into the port. It was very stirring to hear a single bagpiper playing
Amazing Grace. Trust me, there was not a dry eye on the wharf.
It was with immense pride I stood with those wonderful families, the Directors, the Crew, all of the Naval
representatives decked out in their beautiful uniforms and the Political representatives as the service for your
comrades from the Sydney was held at the Memorial Park. The statue of the mother looking out to sea waiting
for her son to come home, could now be turned to land and finally welcome him home. The town of Geraldton
opened up their hearts and their businesses as it was the Easter weekend and all of a sudden their town was
inundated with visitors and media from all over the world.
Much can and has been said about the Sydney and I welcome you all, when in Perth, to visit the Maritime
Museum and be proud of the memorial for those beautiful young men. They will never be forgotten.
That experience is one I will never forget and it truly gave me a new appreciation of commitment and my
relationship with the Navy. To that end, I’ve recently had the opportunity of, again, working with the Navy, but
on a more personal basis.
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Yes, I’m from Navy stock and I lived in Nowra and visited Albatross every year for those Xmas parties, but
I only recently became aware that the true identity of my birth father is not as I had known it. Frank Dixon
had, in fact, adopted me in 1953 when I was 18 months old. Although I have used the normal channels to
clarify details of birth records and adoption documents, I’ve been met with many negative responses from
my mother and family to get the personal details of my biological father. There have been numerous ups
and downs in this journey, which has been ongoing for the last 4 years, but I’ve had the most wonderful
support from Greg Kelson, Fleet Air Association, who has gone beyond the call of duty in helping me. He
didn’t know me at all, but took an interest and concern in my story and he has always listened to my rants,
questions, tears and my laughter and I value him as a friend. I guess it is because it is “just what Navy
guys do for one another”.
Finally, I know that my journey is yet to be complete, but should it be deemed that I don’t get to meet or
know my biological family, I have been blessed to have a wonderful “foster brother” in Michael Baranovsky
(you would know him as The Baron) and his family, who have proven that just because you are not blood
related, you can still have opportunities to have additional people in your life who just open their hearts to
you.
So my energies are now being put into writing my story. Perhaps someone who is reading this can give
me additional information whereby I’m able to know if I have another family out there and I’ll finish that final
chapter to my book.

IF YOU CAN HELP PLEASE CONTACT GREG KELSON
(Phone no and email address on page 50)

DEADLINE FOR ARTICLES
FOR NEXT EDITION IS
WEDNESDAY 7th JUNE 2017
GOING TO PRINT FRIDAY 16th
JUNE 2017
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Hi Ron,
First let me congratulate you on your well-deserved award of Life Membership of the FAAA.
Secondly, I have to say that the format and overall presentation of the latest Slipstream is a credit to
you. Well Done, for my part!
Thirdly, I forward the following remarks regarding the unattributed Letter to the Editor on page 4 regarding the
accident to Sea Venom 866 on Melbourne in 1966, of which I was the pilot.
This comment is not meant in any way as a criticism of the author of the Slipstream letter. I accept
that he was possibly passing on information received from another source. However, there are a
couple of errors in the letter that I would like to correct regarding the tragic accident. First (a minor
point), the accident occurred on April 28th, not the 29th. Second, while I carry no flag for dockyard
workers, the attribution of blame to them for an alleged refusal to service Melbourne's arrestor
gear is incorrect. I have a copy of the Board of Inquiry Report into the accident and, of course, I
had an interest in follow-up actions taken in the Navy as a result of the accident. The fact is that
the failure of the port side "knuckle" that joined the cross-deck wire to the main (below-deck)
reeves of the hydraulic arrestor gear was due to a design fault regarding a circlip that held the two
halves of the "knuckle" together. That fault allowed the circlip to be jolted free when the "knuckle"
struck the deck during the landing pull-out phase. The miracle is that a failure of that nature had
not occurred earlier in the life of Melbourne's arrestor gear. A modification to the "knuckle" was
urgently
incorporated to preclude a repeat of that particular failure.
I remember Frank (Shorty) Neilsen well from those days. If he is still with us, I wish him all the best.
Regards,
John DaCosta

Two Mexican detectives were investigating the
murder of Juan Gonzalez. 'How was he killed?'
asked one detective. 'With a golf gun,' the other
detective replied. 'A golf gun! What is a golf gun?'
'I don't know. But it sure made a hole in Juan

The graveside service just barely finished,
when there was a massive clap of thunder, followed
by a tremendous bolt of lightning, accompanied by
even more thunder rumbling in the distance... The
little old man looked at the pastor and calmly said,
“Well, she's there. ”;
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Father O'Malley rose from his bed one morning.
It was a fine spring day in his new parish.
He walked to the window of his bedroom to get a deep breath of the beautiful day outside. He then noticed
there was . . . a donkey lying dead in the middle of his front lawn. He promptly called the local police station.
The conversation went like this:
"Good morning. This is Sergeant Jones. How might I help you?"
"And the best of the day te yerself. This is Father O'Malley at St. Ann's Catholic Church. There's a donkey
lying dead in me front lawn and would ye be so kind as to send a couple o'yer lads to take care of the
matter?"
Sergeant Jones, considering himself to be quite a wit and recognizing the Irish accent, thought he would
have a little fun with the good father, replied:
"Well now Father, it was always my impression that you people took care of the last rites!"
There was dead silence on the line for a moment . . ..
Father O'Malley then replied:
"Aye,' tis certainly true; but we are also obliged to notify the next of kin first, which is the reason for me call."

THE TERRIBLE THREE ACTUALLY WORKING
And they are all related
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Royal Australian Navy pilot, Lieutenant Natalie Davies has a close look at the cockpit of an AH-64
Apache whilst on operations in 2014. She was a guest speaker at the Women In Aerospace Summit.
Naval Aviators recently participated in the sixth Women in Aviation/Aerospace Summit which saw over 150
attendees enjoy a diverse range of presentations.
Held in Melbourne, the Royal Australian Air Force were sponsors for the event with the common theme of the
day ‘you can’t be what you can’t see’ focusing on mentoring and making diversity visible.
Attendees heard statistics about current participation and strategies that are becoming well entrenched in organisations to improve flexibility, inclusion, and equality allowing for a more diverse workforce.
The summit also focused initiatives within aviation industry addressing diversity barriers such as flexible working hours (for both males and females), and career breaks or alternative pathways.
Attendees’ feedback indicated it was the best summit yet.
A range of presenters included Australian Rules Football commentator Sam Lane, who talked about the challenges of achieving a successful career in a male-dominated environment.
Squadron Leader Amanda Gosling presented on behalf of the Royal Australian Air Force Gender Programs.
She reported that the number of female pilots in recruitment had increased on average from 2.9 percent to 20
percent which is a 600 percent improvement since 2012 when Project WINTER (Women in Non-Traditional
Employment Roles) was initially launched.
Navy Weapons Electrical Aircraft Engineer, Lieutenant Julia Gibney from the Defence Aviation Safety Authority found the summit both useful and empowering, the more-so for listening to the presentation of one of her
Navy peers.
"Listening to Navy Pilot, Lieutenant Natalie Davies career highlights to date was very inspiring," she said.
“What impressed me the most is that she has taken a very proactive approach to managing her career and it
shows through in her confidence and her display of emotional intelligence at a relatively young age."
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RAN POSTCARDS
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LATE SUBMISSIONS (Four page insert in Electronic copy only)
National Secretary’s Report for Slipstream March 2017
Hell its March all ready and Editor Ron is up and chasing our reports so here goes
It’s that time of the year for most divisions to be holding or have already held their Annual General
Meetings. It would be appreciated if Divisional Secretaries could forward to me their committee lists (with
email and phone numbers please) as soon as possible after their meeting so that I can keep the records up
to date.
As an original member of the Grumman Tracker maintenance team at NAS North Island/ San Diego I
thought it timely to mention the upcoming Grumman Tracker Reunion to be held in Nowra (HMAS Albatross)
from the 31st March 2017-2nd April 2017. Details for this event may be found on our Website
(www.faaaa.asn.au}
Also members should take note of the upcoming 50th Reunion of the RANHFV during October 2017
(Sunday 15th –Tuesday17th), please note that the 15th and 16th are the two dates that the first contingent left
Australia for Vietnam. Further details may also be found on our Website (www.faaaa.asn.au).
Still on the subject of the Website I suggest that members should also read the following
“A message from COMFAA (CDRE C.J. SMALLHORNE RAN)”
This year is also the 100th Anniversary of Naval Aviation in the RAN and the Fleet Air Arm Association is
delighted to advise that it has commissioned a special poster by renowned aviation artist Jim Rae to
commemorate the 100th Anniversary of Naval Aviation in the RAN. These posters are expected to sell
quickly and will only be available whilst stocks last.
The poster depicts in cartoon form every aircraft that was flown operationally in the RAN, since HMAS
Brisbane embarked a Sopwith Baby in Colombo in May of 1917. It is a great memento to mark the
extraordinary achievements made since that very first, faltering step towards organic air support at sea,
Again order forms and prices are available on our website.
Think that’s about it for this time around so I leave you with the following thought
“When fish are in schools, they sometimes take debate”
Yours Aye
Pincher

Gidday Ron and especially for the benefit of our Slipstream readers. Tas, our scribe in his current Tas Div
report to Slipstream means no ill will to the FAAAA, the National Executive or the other State Divisions. I can
sincerely assure you all of that. Tas is an "old stalwart" of our Division and a much valued member. He
means well for the FAAAA. Sure, Tas is concerned - as we are all, about our diminished membership( Tas
Div is currently around 21 financial members) but we STILL function,and our meaning is still strong. And we
still believe that as a Division we are still relevant to the FAAAA as a whole. We have,and will continue to put
our identity out there thru Tasmania Navalmans Association, RSL, Vietnam Vets etc., - however we have
been unable to recruit significantly there. We strongly endorse the ideas for recruiting methods - especially
from recent FCM reports i.e. at National Level to seek the assistance of COMFAB and Sqd COs to help
recruit SERVING members, developing a Slipstream major recruiting feature, developing a major website
recruiting feature, securing the COMMITMENT of Sqn COs / DCMA to alert members who are paying off to
the FAAAA. Can we get an update there? So Folks, Tas Div will still continue to operate and contribute as a
small island State Division until attrition might reduce us to a "critical mass"- then and only then we will seek
the The National Executive, its Council and Constitution as to our future. Ron, could you please, please
Include this message as a footnote to Tas Brownings Tas Div report to Slipstream.
Cheers, Al. Dickie President Tasmania Division.
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Shirley Thompson, Club Tivoli waitress, Val And Ron Chtistie

A.G.M. 2017 Committee L to R. Ron Christie, Paul Thitchener, Scott Myers, Mal Smith, Chris Fealy,
Rob Taylor, John Champion, John Fields
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SLIPSTREAM
QUEENSLAND DIVISION
My chest infection has hit me hard this year, putting me into the new hospital on Kawana Way. My GP was
the Specialist who saved my life at the time of the Aorta drama 3 years ago. When he walked in he said ”good
to see you alive!” So I said “good that you saved my life!”We got on very well having got all of that out of the
way. Our BBQ was held whilst I was taking it easy and was ably carried out by Dee, Ray Murrell and others. It
was good to see Dick Scott, Ian Lawson and Noel Dennet on hand. I’m told that the raffles went well as usual.
I had passed on an invite to the SEQ Birdies to join us. I had a few apologies but most are still working so it’s
hard to get them except for the Special Occasion.
We got word that Brian Goener had gone to NZ for a holiday and has passed away there. We have no details
as yet.
Our AGM will be held at the Bribie Island RSL on Sunday, 26th march, meeting to commence at 1030am.
There are some elections to be held for the position of President and possibly Vice President. I am definitely
out. Trevor is in the process of contacting the Met. Motel at Spring Hill for us to have our usual meeting there
after the Anzac Day March. Many thanks to Gary Reed and Adrian Whiteman for attending the recent Anzac
Day Parade Committee meeting. Gary and Sharon will be in Adelaide on Anzac day. Ian and Florence will be
in Honolulu at that time as well We were visiting my sister at Bargara recently and met up with Sandy Wilson
and Larry Kent. We met at the Golf Club ,which has aircon , for a short while. It was good to have a chat with
them. We spoke about the SEQ Birdies and how we might encourage them to join in with us but it’s a slow
process.
I was sad to hear that Chuck Smiley had passed away. I had found him through Ben Matthews and he was
mainly responsible for getting the USS Midway set up as a Museum in San Diego with a full load of the aircraft of the day. He became a member of our QLD Division. I was at a “tea party” in Chester when suddenly I
saw Chuck flying the Helicopter which was recovering the Appollo Crew from their capsule. I called out “
There’s Chuck!” and everyone fell about wanting to know how I might know him. One of the party was Sir
Kenneth Thompson who was my boss at the time and he dined out on the story regularly. Chuck was flying
the Wessex when he had engine failures and had to ditch (3 times) The press gave him a hard time. I think he
was glad to return to the USA!
I apologise for the brevity of the newsletter and will close now. Hope it gets into the Magazine.
Barry Lister
President

A.C.T. Social photo

Paul Ellis, Pete Davis, Fred Campbell, Shane Holness, John Schonberger and Rick Meehan at the SE QLD
Birdies reunion in Brisbane
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IT IS AMAZING WHAT A COAT OF PAINT WILL DO

THE ARTIST’S CREATIVE PAINTINGS (ABOVE) TRANSFORM THE DRAB BUILDINGS (BELOW)
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Ron,
Readers might be interested in seeing the last flight of an RAN Sycamore at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x0qFi9RZwjk
Also there is a restored Sycamore flying in Austria:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DtNSRFgtqKo
Regards,
Richard

Dr Richard Kenderdine

BSc, SurvCert, GradDipAppSc(IndMaths), MAppStat, PhD(Stats)
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AUSTRALIAN Naval Bases of WWII.
HMAS Assault

was a Royal Australian Navy (RAN) training centre at Nelson Bay in the Port
Stephens area of New South Wales, Australia during World War II.

HMAS Basilisk

was the first Royal Australian Navy shore naval base in Port Moresby, Papua New
Guinea. The base was commissioned on 1 January 1943 under the command of Commander R.B.A. Hunt
RAN, who was previously the Naval Officer in Charge Port Moresby. Hunt was the hydrographic surveyor
who had surveyed Port Moresby. HMAS Basilisk was paid off on 17 December 1945.

HMAS Carpentaria

was a Royal Australian Navy base at Thursday Island, Torres Strait Islands.

HMAS Commonwealth

was a shore base administered by the Royal Australian

Navy in Kure, Japan.

HMAS Gilolo

was a Royal Australian Navy shore naval base on Gililo (now Halmahera), in the Maluku
Islands, Dutch East Indies (now Indonesia).

HMAS Kuranda
HMAS Ladava
HMAS Lusair

was a Royal Australian Navy base at Cairns, Queensland.

was a Royal Australian Navy base at Milne Bay, Papua New Guinea.

was a Royal Australian Navy base at Torokina, on Bougainville Island.

HMAS Madang

was a Royal Australian Navy base at Madang, Papua New Guinea.

HMAS Magnetic

was a Royal Australian Navy base at Townsville, Queensland.

HMAS Maitland

was a shore-based naval depot located in the area behind Horseshoe Beach and
Nobby's Beach, in Newcastle, New South Wales.

HMAS Mindari

was a Royal Australian Navy gunnery instruction centre
at Woolloomooloo, Sydney, Australia, during World War II. The gunnery instruction centre was
commissioned on 1 January 1943.
HMAS Mindari was decommissioned on 30 April 1948.

Facts supplied by John & Sue
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Officer in Charge of Navy's Aircraft Maintenance and Flight Trials Unit (AMAFTU), Commander David
Hutchinson, in front of a MH-60R Seahawk 'Romeo' at 725 Squadron.

The Royal Australian Navy’s Aircraft Maintenance and Flight Trials Unit has a busy 2017 planned, with seven first of class flight trials scheduled
before September. The unit, along with Royal Australian Air Force’s Aircraft Research and Development Unit, and Army Aviation Test and
Evaluation Squadron represents the Australian Defence Force's core test and evaluation capability for aircraft.
Officer In Charge of Navy's unit, Commander David Hutchinson said, that during 2016, the team completed first of class flight trials for the
ScanEagle Unmanned Aerial System on HMAS Choules. They also completed Chinook CH-47F trials on the amphibious ship or Landing Helicopter
Dock HMAS Adelaide. The Army helicopter has now been cleared for use should it be required for humanitarian aid and disaster relief operations.
“It’s been a busy year, but 2017 is shaping up to be even busier,” he said. “We’ve already started preparing for first of class trials for both the Multi
Role Helicopter MRH-90 Taipan and the MH-60R Seahawk ‘Romeo’.” The MRH-90 replaced Navy’s Sea King fleet and Army’s Black Hawks, while
the MH-60R is the Navy's next generation submarine hunter and anti-surface warfare helicopter.
“In January we embark in HMAS Melbourne for the start of the Romeo trial in the Adelaide class of guided missile frigates,” Commander Hutchinson
said. “In late February, the Romeo team move onto HMAS Canberra and join their Tiger and MRH-90 compatriots to continue the Landing
Helicopter Dock first of class trial. “From February to April, we’ll have the Eurocopter Tiger Armed Reconnaissance Helicopter ARH, MRH-90 and
MH-60R all onboard the Canberra class ambhibious ships conducting first of class flight trials,” Commander Hutchinson said. “Mid-year, the MRH90 will conduct first of class flight trials in the Anzac class and in August we’ll have the unmanned aerial systems on the Adelaide class to conduct
vertical take offs and landing trials.
“Finally in September we’ll run first of class flight trials on the EC-135 T2+, the new military training helicopter that will replace the Squirrel,” Commander Hutchinson said. “We’re at the coal face of Navy working to becoming a more agile, integrated network and potent force.” Each first of class
flight trial is unique, which Commander Hutchinson said keeps the unit on their toes. “Navy hasn’t got any experience with vertical take off and
landing, so the unmanned aerial systems trials in August will be valuable. We aren’t walking into it thinking it will be a box ticking exercise. We’ve
also never taken a Tiger helicopter to sea before," he said. “For the Romeos we’re expanding on the ship helicopter operating limits they have at
the moment and we’re looking to provide a lily pad capability for the MRH-90 on the Anzac class,” Commander Hutchinson said.
Located at Naval Air Station, Nowra, Aircraft Maintenance and Flight Trials Unit is responsible to Commander Fleet Air Arm, Commodore Chris
Smallhorn, who said the unit primarily test Navy rotary wing aircraft but also army helicopters at sea. “The Aircraft Maintenance and Flight Trials
Unit is highly specialised with over 50 years history and experience," he said. “The small unit of approximately 25 personnel is capable of all levels
of experimental flight test. The flight test pilots, engineers and systems specialists ensure that Navy’s aircraft are safe to operate at sea and from
our ships, and that the aviation weapon systems we buy do their jobs and that we understand those systems' limits,” Commodore Smallhorn said.
“It is one of the crown jewels of the Fleet Air Arm and a key contributor to the war-fighting effect.”
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Warrant Officer Colin Tietzel Retirement

(L-R) Executive Officer HMAS Adelaide, Commander David Tietzel, CSC, RAN, presents his father Warrant Officer Colin
Tietzel with a token of appreciation for his 53 years of service in a ceremony held aboard HMAS Adelaide.
Warrant Officer Colin Tietzel has completed 53 years of service to Navy. His service started 08 January 1964 to 07 October
2000 as a permanent Navy member and 08 October 2000 to 09 January 2017 reserve service. During his career he has
mentored hundreds of sailors while working on and managing multiple aircraft types. His meritorious service has not gone
unnoticed by Senior Officers and his contributions to Defence have been of the highest standard. He has been supported by
his loving wife Rhonda, who has stood diligently by his side through the good and tough times.A parting gift was also given
to his wife Rhonda, in recognition of her continued support for Warrant Officer Tietzel and their son, Commander David
Tietzel, CSC, RAN.

Able Seaman (AB) Matthew Bryce and AB Bradley Springer celebrate Christmas at sea in HMAS Arunta
while on patrol in the Middle East Region
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Freak of Navigation

The passenger steamer SS Warrimoo was quietly knifing its way through the waters of the
mid-Pacific on its way from Vancouver to Australia. The navigator had just finished working
out a star fix and brought the result to the master, Captain John Phillips.
The Warrimoo’s position was LAT 0 degrees 31' N and LON 179 degrees 30' W. The date
was 30 December 1899.
“Know what this means?” First Mate Payton broke in, “We’re only a few miles from the
intersection of the Equator and the International Date Line”.
Captain Phillips was prankish enough to take full advantage of the opportunity for achieving
the navigational freak of a lifetime. He called his navigators to the bridge to check and
double check the ship's position. He changed course slightly so as to bear directly on his
mark. Then he adjusted the engine speed.
The calm weather and clear night worked in his favour. At midnight the SS Warrimoo lay on
the Equator at exactly the point where it crosses the International Date Line.
The consequences of this bizarre position were several.
The bow of the ship was in the Southern Hemisphere and the middle of summer. The stern
was in the Northern Hemisphere and in the middle of winter.
The date in the aft part of the ship was 31 December 1899. Forward it was 1 January 1900.
This ship was therefore not only in two different days, two different months, two different
years and two different seasons, but in two different centuries – all at the same time.
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Now this is when you called a
Sailor a Sailor
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Submitted by Rusty Marquis

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
DIVISION

Greeting’s to all for 2017, hope it’s a good year and especially to those struggling with their health . We
wrapped up 2016 with our traditional Christmas Lunch and Hamper Raffles which were beautifully
presented by Clive & Margaret Mayo and Bill and Barbara Atthowe , unfortunately Clive was unable to
attend due to a fall ; Clive passed away on December 31st and his life was remembered and honoured at
his funeral and wake ,which were attended by many Members both from us and his RSL Sub Branch.
R.I.P. Unfortunately we lost another Member in Terrance Slocum. We didn’t see much of Terrance since
joining us , our younger Members would know him better. R.I.P. We made a presentation of a Squadron
Photo and Certificates of Service for former Pilot Jim Fergusen to his daughter Mrs. Lisa Bissel ; for his
room at his aged care unit; Lisa’s husband Richard joined us and both enjoyed their afternoon. Over the
past years we have had tremendous support to our raffles both Christmas and monthly Meetings from
Chris & Kristal Faulds in the way of a huge Ham or Pork Leg and two chickens at our General Meeting’s
and for being such a generous couple, we presented Chris with our Certificate of Appreciation . We also
awarded 10 Certificates of Service to Members who have been part of this Division for 15 years or greater.
The biggest surprise came with the Awarding to me of Life Membership of the Association; my thankyou to
all for the Honour. We also had invited visitors, Mrs. Valma Graham and Mrs. Julia Kleinhanss ; President
and Treasurer of the Western Australian WRANS Association pictured here with Mrs. Ann Kelson.

Three lovely Ladies

Two fat Men

The Division has held it’s Annual General Meeting and all position’s were filled with Bill Atthowe joining the
Management Committee, in the capacity of Committee. Margaret Mayo will continue with our Social
Agenda and with Bill & Barbara Atthowe with the Christmas Raffles. We will be holding a “gathering”, at
Monument Hill in Fremantle around the Plaque we had erected some years ago to celebrate 40 years of
the Association with refreshments at a convenient locale after. Full details will be forthcoming after our April
Meeting. We attended at the HMAS Voyager Memorial Service on Friday the 10th February, although it
was wet, it was very well attended . HMAS Stirling C.O. Captain Delamont was the guest speaker, Stirling
also provided the Catafalque party. Saturday was the “Fall of Singapore “ service held jointly with Malay
Borneo Veterans.
Yours aye
Keith Squizzy Taylor
Scribe
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A.C.T. DIVISION SOCIAL PHOTOS

ACT Division members on the tour of Albatross and FAA Museum.

Post reunion recovery Race Day at Brisbane races with (L-R) John Schonberger, Dan Hintereiter, Denis Hinds, Dave Suffolk,
Mark Berkeley, Larry Russell, Michael Moffat, Pete Davis, Dave Oswald, Les Gernyi and Rod Cooper

Post reunion Race Day crew

Spanner Wankers (ROMEO) lunch December 2016 at Bridge Hotel Nowra.
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Two good stories- (and both true)...really
interesting!
STORY NUMBER ONE
Many Years ago, Al Capone virtually owned Chicago. Capone wasn't famous for anything
heroic. He was notorious for enmeshing the windy city in everything from bootlegged booze and
prostitution to murder.
Capone had a lawyer nicknamed "Easy Eddie." He was Capone's lawyer for a good reason. Eddie was very good! In fact, Eddie's skill at legal manoeuvring kept Big Al out of jail for a long time.
To show his appreciation, Capone paid him very well.. Not only was the money big, but Eddie got
special dividends, as well. For instance, he and his family occupied a fenced-in mansion with
live-in help and all of the conveniences of the day. The estate was so large that it filled an entire
Chicago City block.
Eddie lived the high life of the Chicago mob and gave little consideration to the atrocity that went
on around him.
Eddie did have one soft spot, however. He had a son that he loved dearly. Eddie saw to it that his
young son had clothes, cars, and a good education. Nothing was withheld. Price was no object.
And, despite his involvement with organized crime, Eddie even tried to teach him right from
wrong. Eddie wanted his son to be a better man than he was.
Yet, with all his wealth and influence, there were two things he couldn't give his son; he couldn't
pass on a good name or a good example.
One day, Easy Eddie reached a difficult decision. Easy Eddie wanted to rectify wrongs he had
done.
He decided he would go to the authorities and tell the truth about Al "Scarface" Capone, clean up
his tarnished name, and offer his son some resemblance of integrity. To do this, he would have to
testify against The Mob, and he knew that the cost would be great. So, he testified.
Within the year, Easy Eddie's life ended in a blaze of gunfire on a lonely Chicago Street. But in his
eyes, he had given his son the greatest gift he had to offer, at the greatest price he could ever
pay.. Police removed from his pockets a rosary, a crucifix, a religious medallion, and a poem
clipped from a magazine.
The poem read:
"The clock of life is wound but once, and no man has the power to tell just
when the hands will stop, at late or early hour. Now is the only time you
own. Live, love, toil with a will. Place no faith in time. For the clock may soon
be still."
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STORY NUMBER TWO
World War II produced many heroes. One such man was Lieutenant
Commander Butch O'Hare. He was a fighter pilot assigned to the aircraft
carrier Lexington in the South Pacific.
One day his entire squadron was sent on a mission. After he was airborne, he looked at his fuel
gauge and realized that someone had forgotten to top off his fuel tank.
He would not have enough fuel to complete his mission and get back to his ship.
His flight leader told him to return to the carrier. Reluctantly, he dropped out of formation and
headed back to the fleet.
As he was returning to the mother ship, he saw something that turned his blood cold; a squadron of
Japanese aircraft was speeding its way toward the American-fleet.
The American fighters were gone on a sortie, and the fleet was all but defenceless. He couldn't reach
his squadron and bring them back in time to save the fleet. Nor could he warn the fleet of the
approaching danger. There was only one thing to do. He must somehow divert them from the fleet.
Laying aside all thoughts of personal safety, he dove into the formation of Japanese planes. Wingmounted 50 calibre’s blazed as he charged in, attacking one surprised enemy plane and then
another. Butch wove in and out of the now broken formation and fired at as many planes as possible
until all his ammunition was finally spent.
Undaunted, he continued the assault. He dove at the planes, trying to clip a wing or tail in hopes of
damaging as many enemy planes as possible, rendering them unfit to fly.
Finally, the exasperated Japanese squadron took off in another direction.
Deeply relieved, Butch O'Hare and his tattered fighter limped back to the carrier.
Upon arrival, he reported in and related the event surrounding his return.. The film from the guncamera mounted on his plane told the tale. It showed the extent of Butch's daring attempt to protect
his fleet. He had, in fact, destroyed five enemy aircraft. This took place on February 20, 1942, and for
that action Butch became the Navy's first Ace of W.W.II, and the first Naval Aviator to win the Medal
of Honour.
A Year later Butch was killed in aerial combat at the age of 29. His hometown would not allow the
memory of this WW II hero to fade, and today, O'Hare airport in Chicago is named in tribute to the
courage of this great man.
So, the next time you find yourself at O'Hare International, give some thought to visiting Butch's
memorial displaying his statue and his Medal of Honour. It's located between Terminals 1 and 2.

SO WHAT DO THESE TWO STORIES HAVE TO DO WITH EACH OTHER?

Butch O'Hare was "Easy Eddie's" son.
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NSW report
Another year marching on, hopefully everyone has a good year and does not have to spend
too much time in the doctor’s waiting rooms. I know last year was a dead loss as far as fishing went
for ‘pincher’ and myself for just that reason. Pleasurable pastimes are a much better result.
This year holds some memorable moments for the Fleet Air Arm and there will be several
events to mark them. These can be easily connected to by going to our website and all details will
be available there. Apart from these events it is well worth a few minutes of your time to have a
look and see just what an informative site we now have thanks to the work of the webmaster- BZ.
Membership notices were included in the December edition of Slipstream and a lot have not
yet been returned. A follow-up letter will be sent to those who do not have a registered email
address but please note these cost a lot for postage and if you do not get a Slipstream in the near
future this will be why. I am sorry to harp on it but the magazine is quite expensive and if you are
not financial you cannot expect others to carry you so no fees, no magazine.
Several years ago we decided that to engage with the serving FAA personnel and try and
boost membership we would come up with a project that hopefully would get us noticed on board.
Looking around we found that the winner of the annual “Commodore R.N.Partington, AM. RAN
Memorial Shield for Excellence in the support of Naval Aviation” got their name engraved on the
shield but got nothing to take home as a reminder of their achievements. Towards this aim we
decided to get a plaque made (NSW Fleet Air Arm Encouragement award) and award this in
conjunction with the annual award of the ‘Shield’ and as an extra to make it worthwhile (and noticeable) we added a cash bonus of $500.
Last year’s award presented at the annual Divisions went to Lt Jodie Turkenberb and because of
extenuating circumstances she could not get our plaque at that time so it was presented to her by
COMFAA Cmdre. Chris Smallhorn early in January.
The result of our annual raffle was as follows
1st prize Painting by John Downton Geoff Gibson - Nowra ticket 0893
2nd prize Painting by John Downton Dick Martin - Nowra ticket 3402
3rd prize Sound system (or money - $250.00)
Jim Da Silva - Nowra ticket 4590

Greg Wise
President

NSW Division
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A.C.T. DIVISION SOCIAL PHOTOS

FAAA members Visiting Flash Glendinning in Wollongong Hospital in December 2016

Dan Hintereitter, Mark Berkeley, Les Gernyi and John
Schonberger at the SE QLD Birdies reunion in Brisbane

Wayne Avery and Pete Davis at the SE QLD Birdies
reunion in Brisbane

Peter ‘PJ’ Fleming (with Diploma of Merit award, George and
Sarah Sydney at the Christmas lunch

CMDR Dave Tietzel (XO HMAS Adelaide) presenting his
father WO Col Tietzel a momento for his 51 years of
service to the RAN.
Dave Suffolk, Sharen Balazic and John Balazic at the SE QLD
Birdies reunion in Brisbane
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BET YOU DIDN’T KNOW THIS ONE

'Mr. Clark, I have reviewed this case
very carefully,' the divorce Court Judge said,
'And I've decided to give your wife $775 a week,'
'That's very fair, your honour,' the husband
said. 'And every now and then I'll try to send her
a few quid myself.'

An old man goes to the Wizard to ask him if he can
remove a curse he has been living with for the last
40 years. The Wizard says, 'Maybe, but you will
have to tell me the exact words that were used to
put the curse on you.'
The old man says without hesitation, 'I now
pronounce you man and wife.'

Two guys were discussing popular family
trends on sex, marriage, and Family values. Bill
said, 'I didn't sleep with my wife before we got
married, did you ?'Larry replied, 'I'm not sure,
what was her maiden name?'

A little boy went up to his father and asked:
'Dad, where did my intelligence come from?' The
father replied. 'Well, son, you must have got it
from your mother, cause I still have mine.
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2O17 SLIPSTREAM EDITION
January/February / March.

South Australia
Welcome one and all to a brand New Year offering all manner of concerns and excessive excitement well above our
pay grade. For those of us who have survived the transition into the 2O17 year, I extend the SA Divisions good
cheer to all States including Queensland. For those of us who didn't get past the post, and we all have read/heard
who they were, we extend to their families our condolences as they come to grips with a serious life change. It has
always concerned me at FAAA reunions when looking at mates from my past naval life, just how old and crusty they
appear, and I am convinced they look at me and think the same. It really breaks me up to read of the passing of a
favourite colleague who I had always thought would live forever. Alas not to be as nature takes it's toll on all of us, well except Michael and
Kathleen Cain of Strathalbyn SA, who in my time of knowing them both, have never had the decency to age at all. The Association Christmas
Dinner was a success as usual with 35 Members and their partners/ mistresses making the evening the success it should be. It was always going
to be difficult for some of our senior Members due to night travel and distances and this we can only apologize for, but an evening Dinner it
remains. Perhaps closer to the Adelaide CBD can be addressed as we step into the new year. Ian Laidler will possibly post photos in our local
News Update magazine. In January 2017 the Association held their Picnic in the Botanic Park, Blackwood. A short meeting then the BYO picnic
under the enormous spreading native gum trees of an unspecified description, actually the name was at it's base clearly labelled but it escapes
me for the moment. Mike (Stubbo) Stubbington had his family along with him, and to see his Lad and family there, has always been a joy to us all.
Also attending were John Siebert, Michael Cain, Bob Scobie, Mal Parrington, Jan Akeroyd and Roger Harrison all with attached families sheltering
under the shade canopy of the Eucalyptus Frigginbiggen tree mentioned earlier. Members, check February 2017 calendar month as what you see
for that month will not happen again for another 823 years. Note 4 of everything.
Attended the Navy Week Commemoration Church Service with long term past President John Siebert, on the 28ft
January 2O17. The Service
was full of Naval pomp and ceremony and filled to capacity with white naval uniforms from the Officers and sailors visiting from HMAS Leeuwin.
HMAS Darwin is at present berthed at outer Harbour until 6th February. After the Service, I caught up with Member Steve Pearson whilst finger
food grazing around the lunch table. He also was dressed immaculately in his Captains uniform. Made the uniformed high ranking RAAF Officer
standing with us look like the poor cousin indeed. Will attend the Banka Straits Memorial Service on Sunday 12th February at 1OOO. All military
connection and lots of old darlings in attendance. This is an annual event commemorating Nurse Bullwinkle's (real name) survival from the
Japanese massacre and to remember women who have also served their Nation in time of conflict. Invitation to attend the 75th Annual
Commemorative of the First Darwin Bombings and all that entails. Lots of military dignitaries attending. Contacted the Kensington Aged Care
where they are holding Zork Rohrsheim as he battles constant confusion of mind. He is holding up well and his son Greg has recently brought him
a soft padded toy dog which Zork has called Sam. Surprisingly this simple act has settled Zork down remarkably. Phoned John Berry to check on
his condition but got the answering machine instead. Will re-try later. Paul Shiels informed the Division of the passing of Lcdr Clive Mayo and I
believe Slipstream covered the details in the last edition 2016. I will contact The Queens Head, Adelaide for a possible ANZAC Day lunch for
attending Members on completion of the Parade. Failing that, we will gather as usual at The Windsor Hotel after the March for lunch. Will keep
everyone posted via our Flash Signal. Secretary Jan Akeroyd is at present, aboard ship enjoying all the modern comforts as she sails around parts
of this big brown land. Back at her desk in early April. Do not compare this with the Grey Funnel Line. Treasurer Gordon Gray has been on a driving
holiday to the far west SA. He has family there and has a bag full of stories to tell about his trip
Grumble Time. I am at a loss to understand why a thin skinned Senior naval Officer found it necessary to jump all over our National Slipstream
Editor, Ron Bachelor, regarding some form of joke or jokes inside the Slipstream Magazine which he found offensive. Hands up if anyone else has
been so offended! I thought not. How can a few unsettled naval Officers dictate policy on content in our National Slipstream Magazine. Who the
Hell are these people who can restrict and censor the freedom for the majority of Members to say it as it is, warts and all. Certainly they can have
their opinion as we all do, but to threaten withdrawing their Membership and support is petulant. This Division and I suspect all other Divisions, will
be amazed at this behaviour of the Oflicers "THEM and US" mentality which I thought was dead and buried. Apparently there are still a few who
wish to lord it over everyone. Pity! Our State Division request the Slipstream Editor, reinstate the jokes section as per past editions and if he needs
anyone knee-capped, I can arrange it. Next State Division General Meeting will be held at The Windsor Hotel on Wednesday the 15tt March 2Ol7 at
113O for lunch followed by a short Meeting and then the Annual General Meeting where we have the opportunity to freshen up the Committee for
2017.I look forward to seeing as many Members as possible attending the AGM as we have a few important issues to discuss on the direction

you wish us to take. Reminder, renewal fees are over-due. On closing off, I wish all Members a safe and prosperous New Year
2017.
Regards
Roger Harrison
Hon. Whipping Boy (SA)
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SLIPSTREAM - ACT DIVISION UPDATE
Hi again to all for this edition of Slipstream.
Apologies for missing the last edition with my article but I missed the deadline.
It has been a busy few months with the Christmas break and I have been travelling a fair bit but this article will be a bit larger than usual.
A bus trip to HMAS ALBATROSS for members of the ACT Division was held in October 2016 and this was a great day. For those that haven’t visited
the base for a while, you would be very surprised at all the changes and new facilities that have recently been completed. Tours of 723 and 808
Squadrons were conducted and we also had a tour of the FAA Museum and lunch at the museum cafe. The FAA Museum is looking great and a big
thanks to Terry Hetherington and his team for making us feel very welcome and to all the Base and Squadron staff that helped make this a very
enjoyable day.
I attended the SE QLD Birdies reunion on the last weekend of October along with quite a few FAA personnel from the ACT and it was a great weekend. The get together at the Victory Hotel in Brisbane CBD was well attended with around 140 people turning up. Again it was due to the great work by
ex-CPOATV Wayne Avery in organising this event, which just gets bigger and better each year. Barry Lister (QLD Division President) and many others from the QLD Division were in attendance along with FAA personnel and their partners from all over Australia, with even a few from overseas
including James Bond from PNG and Phil Vincent and his partner Sue from Abu Dhabi, making the long journey to catch up. Although it started at
midday and was still going at 0300 the next morning, there still didn’t seem enough time to catch up with everyone. Can’t wait for the next reunion
which will be held on Friday 27th October 2017 in Brisbane.
A huge ‘Get Well’ card for ex PO Bob ‘Flash’ Glendinning, who at the time of the reunion was very seriously in in hospital, was distributed amongst
reunion attendees by Rick Meehan. Rick presented the card to Flash on his return to NSW with over 100 signatures and messages wishing Flash a
speedy recovery. I know Flash was blown away by the support he has received from his ex shipmates and the best wishes appear to have helped his
recovery as he his condition has improved significantly
Quite a few of us backed up the following day at the races in a private box organised by Peter Davis and this was a great day, with a few big winners
on the last race who picked the trifecta which resulted in the TAB in the corporate area running out of Dollars to pay out the winners, until they could
get some more money from other TAB outlets. Some of us even caught up with ex CPOATA Matt Canning who was having his Bucks do at the races
with a lot of ex FAA mates.
The ACT Division held its Christmas lunch function at the Canberra Yacht Club and this was a pleasant afternoon with a great feed. I had the privilege
of presenting our former Treasurer PJ Fleming with his Diploma of Merit award that had been awarded at the Federal AGM. A big thanks go to PJ who
had been ACT Treasurer since the Division reformed in 2008 until late last year and he did a sterling job during this period.
I visited Bundaberg as part of my reserve job in Defence Disposals and was involved in the transfer of ex-HMAS Tobruk to the Qld Government for use
as a dive wreck. Tobruk was towed from Sydney to Bundaberg via tug and once it is made safe and ready will be scuttled in 27 metres of water in
Wide Bay, midway between Bundaberg and Fraser Island. Quite a few ex FAA personnel came down and watched as the ship arrived at Bundaberg
Port.
In December, Pete Davis, Bill Hamley and I travelled to Wollongong Hospital to call in and visit Bob ‘Flash’ Glendinning who has recently been going
through a very rough trot health wise. It was good to see Flash is on the improve and he is now back at home after many months in hospital and is
slowly getting better. Flash is happy to receive visitors at his home in Nowra so if you can get along to see him, please do so. After the visit to Flash we
caught up at the Spanner Wanker’s lunch at the Bridge Hotel Nowra. The lunch occurs on the 3 rd Thursday of every month at the Bridge so drop in
and if you can and catch up with a heap of former and current serving FAAA members.
In early January 2017, a large gathering attended the surprise farewell function for WOATA Col Tietzel, who has finally dropped anchor after 51 years
of service in the RAN. The farewell was held onboard the LHD ship HMAS Adelaide, which is the largest ship ever to be commissioned in the RAN.
Approximately 50 people attended Col’s farewell and it was a most enjoyable evening, with the ship located alongside Fleet Base East at Garden
Island in Sydney. Col’s son CMDR Dave Tietzel, who is the current XO of Adelaide, presented him with a number of wonderful presentos, fitting of
someone who has rendered such dedicated and lengthy service to the nation. Thanks go to CPO Rod Tremlett and his band of helpers from Albatross
that organised the event and to the CO, XO and members of Adelaide’s ship’s company that worked the function and made everyone onboard feel
most welcome. BZ Col, now it’s time to take it easy and enjoy the next chapter of your life mate.
Our first ACT Division function for 2017 was held at the Canberra Club in Barton with 25 members and partners attending, including our National
president RADM Mark Campbell. CAPT Al Whitaker provided the gathering with a most informative update on the new Multi-Role Aviation Training
Vessel (MATV) which is nearing build completion in Vietnam and will be delivered to the RAN in 2 nd quarter of this year. Navy is acquiring the use of
the MATV to support embarked aviation training requirements of Navy operational Squadrons, the Helicopter Aircrew Training System (HATS),
Training Authority - Aviation (TA-AVN) and other ADF units requiring aviation deck exposure. The MATV will be a fully-supported Australian Maritime
Safety Authority certified Lloyds' registered vessel. The MATV will be delivered to align with JP9000 Phase 7 HATS first pilot 'piloting' course that
begins in early 2018, with expected delivery of the MATV to be in mid 2017.

A big thanks to Al for providing this very interesting presentation, with a lot of questions being asked and answered. He also indicated
there is possibility of a tour / sea day on the new MATV in mid-late 2017for FAAA ACT Division members, once the ship has been
accepted into service, so if this does eventuate the committee will look at organising a bus trip to Sydney for our members, so stay
tuned and listen for further pipes!!
Our first ACT Division function for 2017 was held at the Canberra Club in Barton with 25 members and partners attending, including our
National president RADM Mark Campbell. CAPT Al Whitaker provided the gathering with a most informative update on the new
Multi-Role Aviation Training Vessel (MATV) which is nearing build completion in Vietnam and will be delivered to the RAN in 2 nd quarter
of this year. Navy is acquiring the use of the MATV to support embarked aviation training requirements of Navy operational Squadrons,
the Helicopter Aircrew Training System (HATS), Training Authority - Aviation (TA-AVN) and other ADF units requiring aviation deck
exposure. The MATV will be a fully-supported Australian Maritime Safety Authority certified Lloyds' registered vessel. The MATV will be
delivered to align with JP9000 Phase 7 HATS first pilot 'piloting' course that begins in early 2018, with expected delivery of the MATV to
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be in mid 2017.
I also have some 100 Years of Naval Aviation posters available for sale for those who are interested. If you wish to order these let me know and I will
arrange for them to be available at our next get together. A copy of the poster is below. Costs are $8.50 for a small print (A4 size) and $11.00 for large
(A3) size. Alternatively you can order them through the FAAAA website at the following link http://www.faaaa.asn.au/centenary-posters/

( SEE PAGE 51)
Our membership numbers remain steady with a few new members joining our Division. Thanks go to Marcus Peake who has been a great help in
automating the membership renewal process and it was pleasing to see most ACT members renewing their membership.
Remember, if you know of any current / ex-FAA personnel who would be interested, please encourage them to consider joining the Association and
point them to the FAAA of A website to obtain a membership application form.
Anzac Day 2017 is fast approaching and I will provide information on this year’s march by email in the coming weeks.
Well that is all for this edition. Until next time take care and remember if you are visiting the nation’s capital, please let me know via
schonners@gnmail.com and you are more than welcome to join us at our functions to catch up with FAA colleagues
Regards,
Schonners
John Schonberge
President,
ACT Division
Mobile:

0412 882 810

Email:

schonners@gmail.com

Website: www.faaaa.asn.au

The Editor.
You may be interested to know that The RN Historic Flight is asking for donations to help repair the Sea Fury in
UK after its accident. There were at least 2 Sea Fury Sdns in the RAN, so a number of people here have an
interest in the Sea Fury. Donations can be sent to office@navywings.org.uk. There is a funny little story
involved because I was one of the MTP’s at RNAS Stretton in June 1948 preparing the Sea Furies to join the
carriers accompaning the Vanguard to South Africa with Princess Elizabeth and Prince Philip. This was about a
week before the Fleet was due to sail. I had a momentary cut out of the engine on the downwind leg, and Dave
Parker had a similar thing next day We therefore grounded all Sea Furies. Amid screams from the Admiralty
that we could not do this, we stuck to our guns, fortunately backed by our Captain, one ACC Miers. VC
RN. Our argument was that it was peace time,and we didn’t want some young Sub/Lt to fall into the sea and
be killed because we had not done our job properly. The balloon then went up and little men from Hawker,
Bristol and Claudel Hobson descended on Stretton. A fault was found on the Carburettor and corrected. While
we were vindicated, we were not thanked!!.

Basil Nash. ex Lt[A] RN.
24 C, Anembo Rd, Berowra NSW 2081.
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SYCAMORE CRASH
In July 1962 I was transferred from 816 Gannet Squadron to 723 Squadron for helicopter training on the
Bristol Sycamore. The Navy had decided in its wisdom that fixed winged aircraft would be replaced by
helicopters and we all had to learn to fly them. I was less than enthusiastic about the change and was soon to
learn that the Sycamore was the most unpleasant flying machine I had ever encountered. It was extremely
heavy on the controls, underpowered and, as were most choppers in those days, unstable. As well as these
drawbacks, it was full of vibrations to the extent that communications consisted of very wobbly words as your
throat microphone was jiggled about. No-one who heard a pilot on the radio was under any doubt that the
communicant was flying a Sycamore.
On the 3rd of September 1962 I set off in XN 449 with Mike Astbury as instructor and me as pupil to practice
sloping ground landings at the back of Nowra Hill. On my first attempt that day I landed the aircraft on an
appropriate piece of ground and found that I had difficulty holding it straight. In fact I had pretty well full rudder
in and it was barely controllable so I transitioned out of the hover and told Mike I couldn’t hold it straight as the
aircraft was by now turning uncontrollably to the left.
Mike took control and, seconds later, there was a tremendous vibration after which the aircraft started rotating
very rapidly. It was almost impossible to keep it level as the horizon was a blur. We were both aware that we’d
suffered a tail rotor failure and the recommended technique was to lower the collective lever to stop the engine
driving the rotor and put the aircraft into autorotation. Of course we had no idea how high we were so this
wasn’t an attractive course of action. There was a tendency for the Sycamore pilots to strap in with the lap
straps only leaving the shoulder straps hanging behind the seat. On all my previous flights I’d punctiliously
done up the shoulder straps but, on this particular flight I’d left them undone. As we were gyrating around I can
remember thinking that I was going to die for want of strapping in properly.
Suddenly, as were rotating, one wheel touched the ground and Mike slammed the lever down to hold the
aircraft on the ground. Unfortunately the place where we had touched was at the top of a gulley and the
aircraft rolled down the hill smashing the still rotating wooden rotor blades as it did so. We finally stopped
rolling with the aircraft almost upside down. Contrary to the newspaper report, the engine was still running and
the stubs of the rotor head were bouncing us up and down so much it was almost impossible to cut the ignition
switches. However, finally Mike managed to knock the switches off and we were left stationery but hanging in
our harness. The Sycamore had a door either side but mine was jammed against the ground and Mike called
out that his wouldn’t open. This made escape look impossible until I saw that my windscreen had completely
shattered and there were only shards of glass at the edges. I immediately released my harness and fell into
the upside down roof. I then crawled rapidly through the hole left by the broken windscreen. When I got out I
realised that I’d not been very helpful to Mike and turned around to find him so close behind me I was in
danger of being trampled.
Once we were outside we found that the aircraft was burning merrily so we made haste to put some distance
between it and us as we were in a paddock of dry grass and the last thing we needed after such a lucky
escape was to perish in a grass fire.
As we’d been unable to send out a Mayday call, it wasn’t until the smoke from the burning aircraft could be
seen from the Air Station that a team was sent out to investigate and rescue us. On return to the Station we
were taken to the Sick Bay where the MO pronounced us to be unscathed and our Trauma Counselling
consisted of a large glass of medicinal brandy each.
I was, in consequence, rather smashed when I later called my wife who was working at the Department of
Works building on the Station and told her we’d crashed and burned ( A phrase from our Pearce training
days). She , simple soul, had been completely oblivious when one of her workmates had announced that a
chopper has crashed but one of her girlfriends, who also worked there. had already been told of the crash by
her husband and knew I was in it so she hastened to shut him up At that time it wasn’t known if Mike and I
had survived. I could only conclude that Audrey had total faith in my indestructibility.
It was discovered by the investigators that the tail rotor blades had all come off and were found some distance
from the crash. This would explain the vibration as they, obviously, didn’t all come off at the same time.
In the escape from the wreck I lost my Navy watch and was left with scratches down my left wrist. Typically it
proved to be more trouble to have the watch written off than the aircraft.
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As a postscript, after my Sycamore experience, I approached the Wessex with some trepidation. It was a
great relief to find the it was a very pleasant and effective aircraft to fly and operate.
Noel Dennet

While shopping for vacation clothes, my
husband and I passed a display of bathing suits. It had been at
least ten years and twenty pounds since I had even considered
buying a bathing suit, so I sought my husband's advice. 'What do
you think?' I asked.
'Should I get a bikini or an all-in-one?'
'Better get a bikini,' he replied. 'You'dnever get it all in one.
He's still in intensive care.
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ARE YOU STILL ONE OF THE SEVENTY PERCENT?
For many years Slipstream magazine was the pre-eminent way of keeping in
touch with all our members: indeed, it was the mainstay of our
communications and, to a great extent, remains so. But in today’s fast
moving environment it is best supported by another medium: one that can
react quickly, bring instant news and views and is accessible at any time to
anyone who has a smartphone, tablet or computer.
We have that, and it is our website.
In the (nearly) two years since its refurbishment, our website has grown
from a simple ‘blog’ into something far bigger and better…and it is being
used by more and more people. Nearly one in three of our members have
registered for it: twice the figure of two years ago, and its interaction of
members on points of interest has grown almost exponentially.

Webmaster: Marcus Peake

So, if you are one of the 70% still not convinced, have a look. It carries items of historical interest – like the very
comprehensive story of the Fairey Gannet recently published (including some material not found anywhere else on
the web) – as well as news, views and broader items of interest. It advertises FAAAA merchandise, looks for lost
mates, tells you of forthcoming reunions and lets you apply for things quickly on line. You can see who are members
of the Association and where they live, and what the status of your own membership is too, and you can read about
the workings of the Association. All this with a few clicks of the mouse.
There will always be a place for Slipstream. But check out the website too, for between them we have you covered.

www.faaaa.asn.au
Until next time.

Marcus Peake, Webmaster.
Greg

TASMANIA
Stubbs

Hullo to all Fleet Air Folk,

It is that time that we give our state related issues to each and all within our
membership.
The Tas. Division has been struggling for some time, but that struggle has continued to survive, but under pressure.
sadly from my surveilance the National Ex. has been missing in action, in saying that we have had no visit, nor any
verbal and or written detail of ongoing detail of supporting the recruiting of membership for the Tas Div., if I am
wrong I do apologise.
We all understand that the HQ is NSW, that no doubt gives the NSW Div. a very good financial no problem there,
but lets spread the outcomes of that around??
I note that the National AGM went to VIC. then back to NSW, sorry but that gives a message? mmm.
Like everywhere health and age issues play a big part in the logistics for attending meetings, and I have to say I am
one of those, one of many.
What is another part of the equasion is those in the FAA are of a different age, time and the many changing aspects
of the world in general.
I wish to add that all the members of the TAs Div. and their partners are very much dedicated to the FAAA and
noting that without their partners we would be long faded away.
On another note I would urge anyone from the North Island coming down under to the South Island please give us a
call, you will be made most welcome.
Best regards
Tas Browning
SCRIBE
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RAN HELICOPTER FLIGHT VIETNAM REUNION OCTOBER 2017
Some of us will remember when the FAA’s first contingent departed for Vietnam. It was a era of great pride,
for they went to serve their country and do what they had been trained to do; but it was also a time of great
uncertainty and concern - particularly for the loved ones who watched their husbands and sons go to war.
That was fifty years ago and the four RAN HFV contingents and 9 Squadron wrote a page in our history
books that now burns as brightly as ever. They served with great distinction in an elite unit, formed lasting
friendships with people of other nations, and forged a brotherhood that has and will endure for the rest of
their lives.
We don’t celebrate war, but we remember the bonds of mateship that it brought. To that end a 50th
Anniversary Reunion will be held in October of this year, proudly supported by the RAN, the Fleet Air Arm
and the Association.
If you have not already, have a look at the program and register your interest on our website

TRACKER REUNION 2017
The Grumman Tracker Reunion is being held over the weekend 31 March to 02 April 2017, so if you would like to
attend but have not registered yet, you need to do so NOW. The cost of the reunion has been completely revised so
that you only pay for the events that you wish to attend. The program includes a ‘Meet & Greet’; a Reunion Day which
will include guided tours of the Museum, bus tours of Albatross and a BBQ lunch; and an informal dinner with a special
guest from COMFAA’s office to enlighten everyone about the $7 billion investment in the FAA. On the last day you can
relax with old mates at Jervis Bay with lunch.

To register, go to our website at www.faaaa.asn.au and click on the purple “Tracker Reunion” button, or ring Andy
Brown on 0487 683 065.

Dear Ron,

Just a couple of minor corrections to the article regarding the “Runaway Auster”. I thnk Commander
Groves was RN not RAN, he was XO of Nirimba at the time. It was somewhat of a joke that he would do
round most days in an Auster for at leas an hour. The Sea Fury's were from 850 squadron not 805
squadron. Old shipmate the late “Len” Hayes was Chief Armourer on 850 at the time. I was at Nirimba
doing a Aircraft Mechanicians course.

Ian Ferguson
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Welcome to this February edition of the FAAAA's 'InfoEmail'.
The January edition resulted in much positive feedback so it will become a regular feature each month, but there’s always the option of an extra one
if something of particular interest or importance comes up. If you feel that these newsletters are not for you, however, you can ask to be taken off
the distribution simply by replying to this email.
First up, remember that the TRACKER REUNION is coming up in five weeks so if you’d like to attend you need to register now. You can find the
registration form at http://www.faaaa.asn.au/grumman-tracker-reunion-31-march-02-april-2017/ All the prices have been reduced and you can now
pick and choose which events you’d like to attend, so it is much cheaper than previously indicated. At the last count more than 60 (and growing!)
will be getting together so it promises to be a fantastic trip down memory lane as well as a golden opportunity to catch up with old mates.
Whilst on the subject of reunions, the 50th Anniversary of the first deployment of the RAN Helicopter Flight Vietnam (RANHFV) occurs in mid
October this year, and there will be a special reunion for those who served in any of the four contingents and 9 squadron. It’s still a way off but if
you are thinking about it, we invite you to fill out an 'Expression of Interest' to help with the planning. Simply go to http://www.faaaa.asn.au/ranhfvreunion-2017/ and fill out the simple little form (this one will only take a minute of your time).
The embarkation of a Sopwith Baby on HMAS Brisbane in April of 2017 means that this year marks the 100th anniversary of organic air support in
the RAN. I doubt if those that took that flimsy wood and cloth craft to sea could possibly have imagined what the next century would bring, nor of
the amazing people who would follow in their footsteps. You can now purchase a special commemorative poster of the Centenary for a very
modest price. See http://www.faaaa.asn.au/centenary-posters/ Numbers are limited so hurry if you wish to buy a piece of history.
Back in July last year we posted a notice on our website advising that a former member of 817 Squadron had recently passed away from a rare
form of cancer, and that the Inspector General had concluded his previous service on 817 Squadron may have been a contributory factor. The
message urged any concerned ex-Squadron members to consider registering with the Department of Veteran’s Affairs. The Association wrote
immediately to Navy, seeking further information on this matter and a copy of the Inspector General’s report. Despite numerous reminders the
requested material has not yet been provided. We will continue to pursue this issue and will report on any progress on our website.
See http://www.faaaa.asn.au/work-sea-kings/
ANZAC day is looming large and the Association will soon be posting details of arrangements in various locations. In the meantime, those who are
interested in joining the Anzac Day march in SYDNEY should register their interest with Fred Lane at fred.lane@optusnet.com.au We are very
keen to get a large Sydney contingent together for this year (the 70th Anniversary of the formation of the RAN FAA), so don’t be backward in
coming forward!!
We are sometimes regarded as ‘an old boys club’ and it’s an image we are keen to dispel. Our membership ranges from mature to young, and with
an increasing number of members still in uniform. We all share a common interest in both the past and the present. Today’s Fleet Air Arm is as
vibrant and progressive as it ever was, further invigorated by a $7bn investment in aircraft and infrastructure. Read the Commander Fleet Air Arm’s
most recent update on current events here: http://www.faaaa.asn.au/message-comfaa-feb-17/
Those of you who served on 'Operation Bursa' (the protection of offshore oil rigs between 1980 and 1989) might be interested to know that we have
recently written to the Chief of Navy asking for his support for the award of the Australian Service Medal (CT) to those members who qualify. The
ASM(CT) is currently only awarded to SASR members who were engaged in the operation. Whilst this request may take some time and may not
ultimately be successful, the paperwork is in! You can read about Operation Bursa here: http://www.faaaa.asn.au/snippets-history-operationbursa/
Finally, for you history buffs, we have just posted our most recent 'Heritage' article, which is all about the RAN’s Fairey Gannets. It tells the story of
this remarkable aircraft and of the people who flew it, has a growing gallery of photographs and documents, and has detailed information on each of
the 37 airframes we purchased and what happened to them. If you have any old photographs, documents or stories about the Gannet or its people
(particularly maintainers) please can you lend them to the webmaster to copy as we will continue to build on their story. All material will be returned
to you. In the meantime, you can see the Gannet Story here: http://www.faaaa.asn.au/heritage-fairy-gannet/
Well, that’s about it for this edition of the 'InfoEmail'. If you have any comments, input, suggestions or concerns please email me
at webmaster@theFAAAA.com
Until next time,
Marcus Peake

Webmaster, FAAAA
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FAA Association contact details

Things you can do when you retire

NATIONAL EXECUTIVE
President : R>A> Mark Campbell AM CRC RANR

At lunch time, sit in your parked car with
sunglasses on, point a hair dryer at passing
cars and watch them slow down!

Secretary : Mr Dick Martin PO Box 7115, Naval PO, Nowra. 2540
(02) 44225860 email : pincher@iprimus.com.au

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
President : John Gregory Kelson 23 Wilmott Drive, Cooloongup WA
08) 95913882
Secretary : Mr Keith Taylor26 Hefron St, Mount Helena, WA. 6082
(08) 95721487
email : ktt59345@bigpond.net.au

With a serious face, order a Diet Water when
ever you go out to eat.

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
President : Mike Stubbington
Secretary: Roger Harrison

email mstubbington@ bigpond.com
17 Brooks Circuit Woodcroft. SA. 5162

EMAIL coroman@adam.com.au

When the money comes out of the ATM, scream
'I Won! I Won!'

VICTORIA
President : Chris Fealy 10 DeGaris Place Werribee VIC 3030
email : fealy@tpg.com.au
0399742862
Secretary : Mr Malcolm Smith24 Invermay Grove, Hawthorn East, Vic.
3129
( 03)98130308 email : r59167@bigpond.com

TASMANIA
President :Mr. Alan Dickie

When leaving the Zoo, start running towards the
car park, yelling, 'Run For Your Lives! They're
Loose!'

18 Natone Rd stowport Tas 7321

PH. 0448534744 email: alanlibelle@hotmail.com
Secretary : Mr. Graham Nicholas 2 cassia Place Kington Tas 7050
Ph. 0362271740 email : grahamnicolas@aapt.net.au

QUEENSLAND
Tell your children over dinner, 'Due to the
economy, we are going to have to let one of
you go....'

President : Mr Barry Lister - 3 Royal Close , Regatta Pk, Wurtulla, Qld. 4575
( 07) 54934386
email : blister@westnet.com.au
Secretary : Mr Trevor Tite - 37Miles St,Caboolture,Qld. 4510
Ph.(07)54993809
email : trevlor@outlook.com

NEW SOUTH WALES
President : Mr Greg Wise 4 Bindaree St, Greenwell Point, NSW. 2540
(02) 44471602
email : gregwise@sctelco.net.au

Go to a large Department store's fitting room,
drop your drawers to your ankles and yell out,
"There's no paper in here!"

Secretary : Mr Mike Heneghan– 98 Suncrest Ave ,Sussex Inlet, NSW. 2540
(02) 44412901 email : mheneghan1@sctelco.net.au

ACT
President : Mr John Schonbergerython ACT 2905
0412 882 810

email : John.Schonberger@defence.gov.au

Secretary : Mr George Sydney(02) 6247 9221

41Noarlunga Cresent Bon-

12 Feakes place, Campbell, ACT. 2612

email : sydneys5@optusnet.com.au

Patron - RADM N Ralph AO,DSC,
RAN (Ret’d)
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CENTENARY POSTERS FOR SALE

This year marks the 100th Anniversary of THE BEGINNING…that is the beginning of Naval Aviation in the
RAN. As you would imagine, it was a pretty modest start: a borrowed Sopwith Baby embarked for a few
days aboard HMAS Brisbane to help search for the German raider Wolf. They never found her, but it was
enough to convince far-sighted people that organic air support was the way ahead. You can read the story
of Brisbane’s Baby on our website.
The FAAAA has commissioned a special poster that depicts every aircraft engaged in Naval operations
since then. Drawn by the renowned naval artist Jim Rae, the poster is a wonderful and inexpensive way to
commemorate the one-hundred year journey from those first faltering steps to the capable and deadly
machines we take to sea today.
Posters are available in two sizes: Small [320x450mm] or Medium [420x594mm]. If you wish to order one,
simply fill out the form below (or copy the details onto a piece of paper) and send to the address below.

Your Name:
Address:
Phone:
Email (if available):
Small @ $7.50 each

Medium @ $10.00 each

$10.00

$10.00

No. of Posters Required:
Postage and Packing

Please make cheques payable to ‘FAAAA’ and send your order to:
The Webmaster
3 Bonaira Street, KIAMA NSW 2533 Phone: 0413 250 969
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Captain Fiona Sneath becomes first female
commanding officer of HMAS Albatross
Story and Photo by Robert Crawford
South Coast Register

NEW LOOK COMMAND: HMAS Albatross commanding officer Captain Fiona Sneath (centre) with the
air station's all female command team (from left) first lieutenant Lieutenant Commander Belinda Finlay,
executive officer Commander Sue Cunningham, coxswain Chief Petty Officer Charmaine Edwards,
area navy legal officer Lieutenant Commander Dominika Czaja, command staff officer Chief Petty
Officer Linda Eddington and ship’s warrant officer Warrant Officer Sharon Campbell.
This year will see HMAS Albatross make history with the first ever female commanding officer, Fiona
Sneath. Captain Sneath took over command from Captain Simon Bateman late last year, who will
become the defence adviser in New Delhi, India.
It is a big change for the Nowra air station. As well as Captain Sneath, the Albatross command,
including the executive officer, first lieutenant, ship’s warrant officer, coxswain, command staff officer
and legal officer are all women. Captain Sneath commands a team of 40 but administers around 1200
personnel stationed at the base.
“It is pretty exciting and a complete change for me to do something like this,” she said.“I’ve been here
for a couple of weeks and I’ve got a lot of learning to do, people to get to know and understand what
they do.
“It is also a big change for the base to have someone from the legal side of military to be in charge of
the home of the Fleet Air Arm.“It is a complete change from my recent postings which were joint
operations, to be back into a dedicated navy establishment, where daily operations are the norm.
“Until late last year I never really thought the opportunity would be given to someone like me, a
specialist officer, who is not one of the traditional operator type people to come to an establishment like
this in such an important position.”
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